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The Covidian Cult (Part III): There's Reality & There's
"Reality"
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In The Covidian Cult (Part I) and (Part II), I characterized the so-called “New Normal” as
a “global totalitarian ideological movement.” Since I published those essays, more and
more people have come to see it for what it is, not “insanity” or “an overreaction,”
but, in fact, a new form of totalitarianism, a globalized, pathologized, depoliticized
form, which is being systematically implemented under the guise of “protecting
the public health.”

In order to oppose this new form of totalitarianism, we need to understand how it both
resembles and differs from earlier totalitarian systems. The similarities are fairly
obvious — the suspension of constitutional rights, governments ruling by decree,
official propaganda, public loyalty rituals, the outlawing of political opposition,
censorship, social segregation, goon squads terrorizing the public, and so on —
but the differences are not obvious.

Whereas 20th-Century totalitarianism (i.e., the form most people are generally familiar
with) was more or less national and overtly political, New Normal totalitarianism is
supranational, and its ideology is much more subtle. The New Normal is not Nazism or
Stalinism. It is global-capitalist totalitarianism, and global capitalism doesn’t have an
ideology, technically, or, rather, its ideology is “reality.” When you are an unrivaled global
ideological hegemon, as global capitalism has been for the last 30 years or so, your
ideology automatically becomes “reality,” because there are no competing ideologies.
Actually, there is no ideology at all … there is only “reality” and “unreality,” “normality”
and “deviations from the norm.”

Yes, I know, reality is reality … that’s why I’m putting all these terms in scare quotes, so,
please, spare me the lengthy emails conclusively proving the reality of reality and try to
understand how this works.

There is reality (whatever you believe it is), and there is “reality,” which dictates how our
societies function. “Reality” is constructed (i.e., simulated), collectively, according to the
ideology of whatever system controls society. In the past, “reality” was openly
ideological, regardless of which “reality” you lived in, because there were other
competing “realities” out there. There aren’t anymore. There is only the one “reality,”
because the entire planet — yes, including China, Russia, North Korea, and wherever —
is controlled by one globally hegemonic system.

A globally hegemonic system has no need for ideology, because it doesn’t have to
compete with rival ideologies. So it erases ideology and replaces it with “reality.”
Reality (whatever you personally believe it is, which of course is what it really is) is not
actually erased. It just doesn’t matter, because you do not get to dictate “reality.” Global
capitalism gets to dictate “reality,” or, more accurately, it simulates “reality,” and in so
doing simulates the opposite of “reality,” which is equally if not more important.

This global-capitalist-manufactured “reality” is a depoliticized, ahistorical “reality,”
which forms an invisible ideological boundary establishing the limits of what is
“real.” In this way, global capitalism (a) conceals its ideological nature, and (b) renders
any and all ideological opposition automatically illegitimate, or, more accurately, non-
existent. Ideology as we knew it disappears. Political, ethical, and moral arguments are
reduced to the question of what is “real” or “factual,” which the GloboCap “experts”
and “fact checkers” dictate.

Also, because this “reality” is not a cohesive ideological system with fundamental
values, core principles, and so on, it can be drastically revised or completely replaced
more or less at a moment’s notice. Global capitalism has no fundamental values —
other than exchange value, of course — and thus it is free to manufacture any kind of
“reality” it wants, and replace one “reality” with a new “reality” any time that serves its
purposes, like stagehands changing a theatrical set.

For example, the “Global War on Terror,” which was the official “reality” from 2001 until
it was canceled in the Summer of 2016, when the “War on Populism” was officially
launched. Or, now, the “New Normal,” which replaced the “War on Populism” in the
Spring of 2020. Each of which new simulations of “reality” was rolled out abruptly,
clumsily even, like that scene in 1984 where the Party switches official enemies right in
the middle of a Hate Week speech.

Seriously, think about where we are currently, 18 months into our new “reality,” then go
back and review how GloboCap blatantly rolled out the New Normal in the Spring of
2020 … and the majority of the masses didn’t even blink. They seamlessly transitioned
to the new “reality” in which a virus, rather than “white supremacists,” or “Russian
agents,” or “Islamic terrorists,” had become the new official enemy. They put away the
scripts they had been reciting verbatim from for the previous four years, and the scripts
they had been reciting from for the previous 15 years before that, and started frantically
jabbering Covid cult-speak like they were auditioning for an over-the-top Orwell parody.

Which brings us to the problem of the Covidian cult … how to get through to them,
which, make no mistake, we have to do, one way or another, or the New Normal will
become our permanent “reality.”

I called the New Normals a “Covidian Cult,” not to gratuitously insult or mock
them, but because that is what totalitarianism is … a cult writ large, on a societal
scale. Anyone who has tried to get through to them can confirm the accuracy of that
analogy. You can show them the facts until you’re blue in the face. It will not make the
slightest difference. You think you are having a debate over facts, but you are not. You
are threatening their new “reality.” You think you are struggling to get them to think
rationally. You are not. What you are is a heretic, an agent of demonic forces, an enemy
of all that is “real” and “true.”

The Scientologists would label you a “suppressive person.” The New Normals call you a
“conspiracy theorist,” an “anti-vaxxer,” or a “virus denier.” The specific epithets don’t
really matter. They are just labels that cult members and totalitarians use to demonize
those they perceive as “enemies” … anyone challenging the “reality” of the cult, or the
“reality” of the totalitarian system.

The simple fact of the matter is, you can’t talk people out of a cult, and you can’t talk
them out of totalitarianism. Usually, what you do, in the case of a cult, is, you get the
person out of the cult. You kidnap them, take them to a safehouse or wherever,
surround them with a lot of non-cult members, and deprogram them gradually over the
course of several days. You do this because, while they are still inside the cult, you
cannot get through to them. They cannot hear you. A cult is a collective, self-contained
“reality.” Its power flows from the social organism composed of the cult leaders and the
other cult members. You cannot “talk” this power away. You have to physically remove
the person from it before you can begin to reason with them.

Unfortunately, we do not have this option. The New Normal is a global totalitarian
system. There is no “outside” of the system to retreat to. We can’t kidnap everyone
and take them to Sweden. As I noted in Part I of this series, the cult/society paradigm
has been inverted. The cult has become the dominant society, and those of us who
have not been converted have become a collection of isolated islands existing, not
outside, but within the cult.

So we need to adopt a different strategy. We need to make the monster show
itself, not to those of us who can already see it, but to the New Normal masses,
the Covidian cultists. We need to make Jim Jones drop the peace-and-love crap,
move into the jungle, and break out the Kool-Aid. We need to make Charles Manson put
down his guitar, cancel orgy-time, and go homicidal hippie. This is how you take down a
cult from within. You do not try to thwart its progress; you push it toward its logical
conclusion. You make it manifest its full expression, because that it when it implodes,
and dies. You do not do that by being polite, conciliatory, or avoiding conflict. You do
that by generating as much internal conflict within the cult as you can.

In other words, we need make GloboCap (and its minions) go openly totalitarian …
because it can’t. If it could, it would have done so already. Global capitalism cannot
function that way. Going openly totalitarian will cause it to implode … no, not global
capitalism itself, but this totalitarian version of it. In fact, this is starting to happen
already. It needs the simulation of “reality,” and “democracy,” and “normality,” to keep
the masses docile. So we need to attack that simulation. We need to hammer on it until
it cracks, and the monster hiding within in appears.

That is the weakness of the system … the New Normal totalitarianism will not
work if the masses perceive it as totalitarianism, as a political/ideological
program, rather than as “a response to a deadly pandemic.” So we need to make it
visible as totalitarianism. We need to force the New Normals to see it as what it is. I
do not mean that we need to explain it to them. They are beyond the reach of
explanations. I mean that we need to make them see it, feel it, tangibly, inescapably,
until they recognize what they are collaborating with.

Stop arguing with them on their terms, and instead directly attack their “reality.” When
they start jabbering about the virus, the variants, the “vaccines,” and all the other Covid
cult-speak, do not get sucked into their narrative. Do not respond as if they were
rational. Respond as if they were talking about “Xenu,” “body thetans,” “Helter Skelter,”
or any other cultoid nonsense, because that it is exactly what it is. Same goes for their
rules and restrictions, the “face coverings,” the “social distancing,” and so on. Stop
arguing against them on the grounds that they don’t work. Of course they don’t work,
but that is not the point (and arguing that way sucks you into their “reality”). Oppose
them because of what they are, a collection of bizarre compliance rituals performed to
cement allegiance to the cult and create a general atmosphere of “deadly pandemic.”

There are many ways to go about doing this, i.e., generating internal conflict. I have
been doing it my way, others are doing it theirs. If you’re one of them, thank you. If
you’re not, start. Do it however and wherever you can. Make the New Normals face
the monster, the monster they are feeding … the monster they have become.
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I can barely stand to look at the mask wearers. Talk about putting your
nauseating virtue signaling, utter stupidity and weakness on display. 
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Most people consider it polite and looking out for each other.
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Most people are idiots. Just think how dumb the average person is,
50% is dumber than that 
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Wearing a mask was never about health nor Covid 19. It has
always been about social control of the masses through fear and
virtue signaling. It became a conformity marker among the human
herd. Masks only are a submission signal of the wearer.

It shows in broad daylight those who bow to the Covidian Cult
and those who do not. The true believers versus the heretics.
With the so called "Delta" strain our Elites Overlords will declare
those who refuse this sanitary madness as guilty because of their
heresy. Heretics are not a conform part of the Covidian Cult so
they must be cast away, for the greater good. Unvaccinated will
became second class citizens.

They will qualify those who refuse these mRNA "vaccines" as a
aproblem that needs to be done with. At some point, I see the
sanitary gulag (perpetual quarantine) for those who are still sane
of mind. Once you are in here, i guess you will be definitively
done, one way or another.

 

Repost:

About the era we live in, the mass hysteria used to coerce us,
and what could possibly comes next: Covidian Cult, mass
hysteria & further prospectives v4.4

If you find it worth reading online, feel free to share/print this PDF
around you. Stand your ground. Reject coercion. Protect your
loved ones.
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I am NOT a heretic.  I am rather an Apostate.

A heretic might disagree with some tenet within the Dogma;
the Apostate rejects the entire Dogma.  IMHO, heretics are
lightweights!

Doctor TimE.
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You can call it a Covidian Cult or something else. It is really
much older than Covid-19. It’s called brain washing.

Ideological subversion is the process which is legitimate and
open. You can see it with your own eyes.... It has nothing to
do with espionage.

I know that intelligence gathering looks more romantic....
That's probably why your Hollywood producers are so crazy
about James Bond types of films. But in reality the main
emphasis of the KGB is NOT in the area of intelligence at all.
According to my opinion, and the opinions of many
defectors of my caliber, only about 15% of time, money, and
manpower is spent on espionage as such. The other 85% is
a slow process which we call either ideological subversion,
active measures, or psychological warfare. What it basically
means is: to change the perception of reality of every
American that despite of the abundance of information no
one is able to come to sensible conclusions in the interest of
defending themselves, their families, their community, and
their country.

It's a great brainwashing process which goes very slow and
is divided into four basic stages. The first one being
"demoralization". It takes from 15 to 20 years to demoralize
a nation. Why that many years? Because this is the minimum
number of years required to educate one generation of
students in the country of your enemy exposed to the
ideology of [their] enemy. In other words, Marxism-Leninism
ideology is being pumped into the soft heads of at least
three generation of American students without being
challenged or counterbalanced by the basic values of
Americanism; American patriotism....

The result? The result you can see ... the people who
graduated in the 60's, dropouts or half-baked intellectuals,
are now occupying the positions of power in the
government, civil service, business, mass media, and
educational systems. You are stuck with them. You can't get
through to them. They are contaminated. They are
programmed to think and react to certain stimuli in a certain
pattern [alluding to Pavlov]. You cannot change their mind
even if you expose them to authentic information. Even if
you prove that white is white and black is black, you still can
not change the basic perception and the logic of behavior.

In other words [for] these people the process of
demoralization is complete and irreversible. To rid society of
these people you need another 15 or 20 years to educate a
new generation of patriotically minded and common sense
people who would be acting in favor and in the interests of
United States society.

A person who was demoralized is unable to assess true
information. The facts tell nothing to him, even if I shower
him with information, with authentic proof, with documents
and pictures. ...he will refuse to believe it.... That's the
tragedy of the situation of demoralization.

The next stage is destabilization.... It only takes 2 to 5 years
to destabilize a nation. This time what matters is essentials;
economy, foreign relations, [and] defense systems. And you
can see it quite clearly that in some... sensitive areas such as
defense and [the] economy, the influence of Marxist-Leninist
ideas in the United States is absolutely fantastic. I could
never believe it 14 years ago when I landed in this part of the
world that the process will go that fast.

Most of the American politicians, media, and educational
system train another generation of people who think they are
living at the peacetime. False. United States is in a state of
war; undeclared, total war against the basic principles and
foundations of this system. And the initiator of this war is not
Comrade Andropov of course - it's the system. However,
ridiculous it may sound, [it is] the world Communist system,
or the world Communist conspiracy. Whether I scare some
people or not, I don't give a hoot. If you're not scared by
now, nothing can scare you.
- YURI BEZMENOV  1985 

Macho Latte

You can show them the facts until you’re blue in the
face. It will not make the slightest difference. You
think you are having a debate over facts, but you are
not. You are threatening their new “reality.” You think
you are struggling to get them to think rationally. You
are not. What you are is a heretic, an agent of
demonic forces, an enemy of all that is “real” and
“true.”
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My brother and I have already agreed that if they wish to put
us in a Covid camp they will be met with lead poisioning and I
am not kidding.

WayPastCaring
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So send in the explosive drones to get you is what your
saying?

After talking to several millennials in the past few weeks. I'd
say they are totally getting on board with putting you in
camps. It's been a Republican fantasy to go to camps for a
long time (and also the Red Dawn scenario) now at least
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THE BULL IN COMMON
PROSPERITY AND THE GAP XI IS
TRYING TO CLOSE

Source: TS Lombard

Nobody has missed the recent "bull" in
common prosperity when it comes to
China. The market and the private sector
are in second place. Politics is the mai…
focus. TS Lombard sums it up:
"Success is far from guaranteed, of
course, and the shift will encounter
plenty of road blocks along the way,
especially as GDP growth slows and
external pressure led by the US
increases. But, with the Communist Party
increasingly convinced that it needs to
exercise control in all policy sectors to
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long time (and also the Red Dawn scenario) now at least
since Oliver North was running REX 84.
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Thats true on both sides of the political spetrum just look at the
idiots taking horse dewormer and wondering why their insestinal
lining is passing in their stool.
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Most people are idiots.

The people doing manual and menial jobs can see through this
nonsense. The real idiots are the ones who have been to
university and often have PhD's
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Screw that. This is a dog eat dog world, pull up your big boy pants
and realize no one gives two shits about your feelz other than your
mommy. And no, we are not all in this together. That’s leftard, libtard
rainbow, unicorn utopia talk. 
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up vote this x10000

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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God, I’m so sick of their shit, it’s nauseating. They are some of
the most self centered, hollow meat sacks to walk planet
earth, yet they demand we all join them in their miserable
decisions. F that! 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Well, you nailed in the previous post. We definitely are
NOT all in this together. I've recently shut out several
long-time "friendships" because I can't stand the
willfully ignorant and the lies they tell themselves on a
daily basis.

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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I love you. 

Xious Respawns
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I don't give 2 shits either...

But I'd consider giving 3 or 4...

Milton Maynard Cheese
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"I love you."  LOLz

But she lives in Vegas... hard pass.

BaNNeD oN THe RuN
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I beat Maximus to the draw - it didn't even take this
plandemic for me to systematically dump ALL of my liberal
friends in one year, more than 4 years ago. I was sick of
their insanity, their holier-than-thou attitudes and their
casual disregard for reason and common sense. I cannot tell
you how having those creatures out of my life has brought a
peace I long ago had and had lost.
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Agreed. There is no such a thing as "all in this together" and all
others marketing Globalist catchphrase. Just think how people
wil react when hyperinflation will soon start to kick in, along with
food shelves became more and more scarce. Our former
societies have been destroyed, torn apart from the inside out
since decades, xenomorph style. With some recoil, ground zero
was the year 1968 across The West.

Leftism/marxism and other commie stuff never worked, period.
This always lead to human misery and a huge body count every
single time. People do not know about history, how USSR was an
hell on earth, Ukraine's Holodomor and the gulag. If people knew
better, these "woke" activist will be ashamed of themselves and
hiding in the shadows.

Ride_the_kali_yuga
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put it this way:   SOME of us are in this together, and we have to
make sure that the others don't enslave us. 

Does that sound about right?

Mister E
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My mother is dead ...

She died almost a year ago.  Not from CoVid-1984, but rather
from the CoVid-1984 shutdowns ...

https://timellison.substack.com/p/my-thoughts-on-the-covid-
1984-hysteria-cfe

Doctor TimE.
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Doctor TimE - sorry to hear that - infuriating. I did read your
entire article about it.

WayPastCaring
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I hope that was sarcasm.

cpl8140
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If it was based on fact.  Read the disclaimers on the box of masks
you are using.  Probably says not effective for viruses. Using
something for a purpose that the manufactures say it was not
intended for is kind of stupid.  A Depends on your face would be
more effective. 
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Cat is out of the bag......

"Governor of West Virginia

"I'm gonna give you a few stats now about whats going on in West
Virginia. West Virginia is seeing a 26% increase in positive cases of
people that are FULLY VACCINATED over the last 8 weeks. I'm gonna
read that one more time. West Virginia is seeing a 26% increase in
positive cases in people that are FULLY vaccinated. And a 21%
increase in breakthrough cases requiring hospitalization for people that
are fully vaccinated. We have also seen a 25% increase in deaths of
people that are fully vaccinated over the last 8 weeks. Now that's not a
25% increase of, of, the total numbers or whatever, it is a 25%
INCREASE OF DEATHS of people that are FULLY VACCINATED over
the last 8 weeks"

https://gab.com/mole/posts/106870934879335513
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That really is the gov of West Virginia and that is some scary shit

People are sending this video all over and as you all know it’s very
hard to get a cat back into the bag. 
I’d like to see Google and Facebook try to suppress this

o

Then of course it could just be a deep fake

o

Dapper Dan
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It is fake.  This governor is a covidian RINO.  He is begging
people to take the poison.  

Xena fobe
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You're right, that moron governor IS trying to get more shots
into people ...

https://governor.wv.gov/News/press-
releases/2021/Pages/COVID-19-UPDATE-Gov-Justice-
continues-push-to-expedite-federal-approval-of-extra-
vaccine-dose-for-highest-risk-residents.aspx
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stop with the "scary shit." 

It's the same people dying.. the old, weak and immune
compromised

Of course, anytime somebody younger does get seriously ill
(ignore the "comorbidities"). it gets blown up big in the media. 

roll with the stats...it was predicted all along anyway.  You can't
vaccinate in the midst of an epidemic; the vaccine is not one;
society is too clean and hygienic in the western world for real
epidemics to break out anyway.     All that is possible, as this
whole sorry event has CLEARLY shown, is to try to create a
highly infectious chimera, and when that doesn't "do the trick,"
i.e. killing off millions of people.. you make a plandemic
panicdemic testdemic pwndemic@ out of it and cash in as best
you can.

Mister E
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Get injected

Get infected!!!

Maximus Decimus Meridius

%

%

1 Reply"

8 hours ago

# $

The math needs to be explained. 

Pinefox

%

%

3 Reply"

3 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

I am not going to get vaccinated because it is irrational to do so.
 I'm not a conspiracy theorist, I'm a rationalist.  So I'm not
questioning this video because I believe in the "vaccine", if that's
what it is.  But it seems to me that it is not all it appears to be.

This video sounds impressive, as long as you don't think about it
(which is a bad approach).  It needs some context.  25% of what?  If
4 fully "vaccinated" people died of "covid" 8 weeks ago, that means
5 more of them died recently.  So does that  qualify as "really
scary?" There is a great deal of fraud in this whole operation, but
citing lame statistics (like this guy) to defeat it is bound to fail.  Rely
on reliable statistics instead; they're out there if you look.

Moreover, given the utter uselessness of the PCR test, none of these
numbers mean anything.  That is where the focus should be.  If the
fraud there was adequately exposed, the whole house of cards
would collapse.  

Let this governor (and others) have their AGs bring suits challenging
the CDC and FDA testing protocols and resultant statistics about
"covid" cases, hospitalizations, and deaths.  Depose their experts.
 Get injunctions against the fraudulent use of PCR tests, and the
whole "pandemic" will completely disappear.

 

oldschool

%

%

2 Reply"

13 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

 Well you better get used to masks considering earth is no longer an m
class planet.

 

Justified and ancient

ancient and justified

Rocking to the rhythm in their ice cream van

With the plan and the key to Enter into Mu Mu

Incendar

%

%

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

WTF? And you edited that?! 

LasVegasLongLeggs

%

%

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

K L F

E-175

%

%

Reply"

10 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

3AM ~ I might have been the only one here to get that (without
having to look it up first)... Used to DJ back in the day & that
was one of my faves

Milton Maynard Cheese

%

%

9 hours ago

# $

nope I got it right after you

Mister E

%

%

Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

Ah yes, the something something something of mu mu land, I
remember that 

Tammy Wynette singing if I'm not mistaking

Mister E

%

%

Reply"

8 hours ago

# $

J.A.M

truthordare

%

%

6 Reply"

5 hours ago

# $

I don't know what planet the author is living on...

But the 'reality' in my world is that we have all manner of ideology
being shoved down our throats... from CRT to MMT... to out right
Godless communism...

Perhaps this fellow needs to get out more...  

Lordflin
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%

1 Reply"

20 minutes ago
 (Edited)

# $

I couldn’t reply to Macho Latte directly. One of my friends is a Russian
American success story. He / we graduated high school in ‘93, 2 years
after the fall of the Soviet Union. He lives on the east coast but has
stayed in touch w/ his California friends he met

20 years ago when he first came to the US. He says “they’re good
people, but brainwashed.” I sure hope this doesn’t take 20 years or
more to sort itself out, as you suggest. Your analysis of what’s
happened is spot on though

Jade_Dragon

%

%

44 Reply"

13 hours ago

# $

That was a long article and anyone reading it already knows.

The problem is and has been for a long time mass-media. It was
weaponized a long time ago and uses sophisticated psychology using fear
to program peoples perception. Most people if asked today why
Afghanistan and Iraq were invaded will state 9/11. Few will even know about
WTC7.

Hardly anyone knows that the entire field of virology stems from the so
called 'Germ Theory' that has been proven false by researchers for a long
time. The most vocal and loud people are the ignorant ones speaking out of
fear and reason cannot get through to them. Tyranny by the frightened idiots
is what we are seeing today.

The only way this will be halted is when enough vaccinated people fall dead
and lies and fake statistics can no longer keep the agenda from showing
itself. When the ignorant realize that not only have they been lied to but that
they are being culled, that's when things can change. Until then we will just
have to observe the madness play out.

hugin-o-munin

%

%

13 Reply"

13 hours ago

# $

"Tyranny by the frightened." 

💯

FreeStill

%

%

7 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

# $

Since a large proportion of our productive society will be dead or
dying. Our infrastructure will crumble do to lack of support. There
won't be much left when the dust settles.  Our enemies can just march
in.

joego1
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%

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

Time to start building tight communities if you haven’t done so
yet. The Mormons are way ahead of the game in that regard. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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%

12 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

The drawback to the Mormons is that they're... Mormons.

I'd rather go Amish. They don't have a Mitt Romney.

strych10

%

%

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

Yes, but the Amish don’t have magic underwear.

ThatWasEasy

%

%

3 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

any religion that starts with the premise that we are peons born in
evil sin is not my religion.

Secession

%

%

Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

That's exactly what will happen.

huttonsvireo
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%

Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

.... because your "enemy" is immune to the same effects ? That
makes no sense whatsoever... 

Eyes Opened
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Reply"

9 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Mister E

Since a large proportion of our productive society will be
dead or dying. Our infrastructure will crumble do to lack of
support. There won't be much left when the dust settles. 
Our enemies can just march in

uh...right.  are they going to invade by land or sea?

%

%

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

You are right about many things, but we cannot wait this to play out.
We need to save as many as possible.

E-175

%

%

2 Reply"

7 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

CJ Hopkins makes an important point. The o cult brainwashed
masses are us ten or twenty years ago. Don't abandon your own
kith and kin. Controlled opposition wantonly encourages us to
castigate the less informed mask wearers as they declare them as a
lost cause(divide & conquer), but our ultimate salvation depends on
us recognising own people as the victims that we once were.

The only person who ever won a war against the Jewish City of
London/ East India Company was Gandhi. He did it by using the
only weapon that the Jews do not have in their arsenal,, ie, non
violence. Twenty years ago this was a very popular movie on the
internet but try finding it on Jew owned social media and big tech
video channels in 2021. Funny that.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/WpFSj2xaeoXP/

Don't fall for the enemy propaganda - we are better than that.

psychoNWO

%

%

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

# $

AS Hopkins said - it is a waste of time to explain / cajole or present
facts - very tiresome - wait until they die is only solution !

all you can do is:

 insulate - insulate - insulate

I made up tee shirts for my attorney, daughter, girlfriend and myself
with this famous phrase from the novel by Tom Wolfe called Bonfire of
the Vanities

OMIV

%

%

Reply"

11 hours ago

# $

unfortunately after the soft kill fake vaccine shots phase the globalists
plan to start the live fire phase for the rest of us

blitzpeace

%

%

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

Oswald killed Kennedy right

that was a classic, textbook example of media and "reality" control
that nobody knows anything about today because it was quite
successful. 

When an information backlash came out, the seeing eye started a very
effective counter-information action which among other things resulted
in the first mainstream use of the term Conspiracy Theorist

Mister E
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%

36 Reply"

12 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

This made-up "crisis" has allowed every insane, tyrannical psychopath and
his sister to come out of the closet and have a field day. They are hiding
behind labels such as "public interest", "public health", "preventative
measures", and of course "science".  All of those are just excuses to let
them do what they want - against all of us.

Utopia Planitia
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%

12 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

Don't forget the sociopaths and neurotics.

strych10
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%

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

Australia and NZ has some nasty ones. Jacinda the Horse and the so-
called doctor Chant

https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/sydney-health-authorities-reveal-
suburbs-of-concern-as-state-posts-44-new-local-covid-19-cases-c-
3354992 

LA_Goldbug

%

%

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

Did she play on Mister Ed?

Hippie
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%

Reply"

7 hours ago

# $

Give "her" peanut butter before a speech.

pods

%

%

3 Reply"

7 hours ago

# $

This perfectly sums up the Prius driving whackos in my area, they are
all strutting around like mongoloid show ponies spewing their
collectivist nonsense behind their face diapers.

Blue Dingo

%

%

Reply"

6 hours ago

# $

Don’t forget about “keeping us safe”.  

Pretty Polska
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%

35 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

# $

Regrettably, I’ve seem to have lost a good friend to this cult.  She became
hyper alarmed over the Covid bullshit and wants my wife and I to be vaxxed.
 We got to the point that we laughed at her.  It didn’t go so well.

She got defensive and mentioned that we don’t take any of the precautions
sensibly…we travel freely, don’t wear masks and act like nothing is wrong
during this “pandemic”.  

We nodded and laughed again.  WE, my wife and I are in our mid-sixties
with a shitload of other problems, her with diabetes, me with COPD and
previous heart attack (collapsing into the friends rose bushes).  Our friend is
in her late 40’s and relatively healthy.

So, at present, we’re currently on her shit list and she hasn’t contacted us.

 

 

OlderOldPhart

%

%

10 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

# $

Hang in there Old Phart!

joego1

%

%

9 1 Reply"

13 hours ago

# $

You’ve both done the right thing. The vaxxed are dying in massive
numbers. Won’t be long. Tick tock, tick tock. 
 

LasVegasLongLeggs

%

%

Reply"

3 hours ago

# $

 Where do you GET this from???  Why would you possibly think that
TPTB would want to kill off the segment of the population already
willing to obey?   

At worst, the 'vaccines' are going to be net-neutral and then around
~booster #10 a supposedly new strain of covid will start tearing
through the populace with a 90% kill rate and the difference will be
that this final "booster" will actually be legit and provide real
protection.  Instant 90% worldwide depopulation and the vast
majority of survivors will be of the complacent, submissive mindset-
-all without a single shot being fired or nuke launched.   

Seek Shelter
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%

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

# $

Because the Owners of the people farms are liquidating the
livestock. Their plans involve some sort of cybernetic production
line to replace the hominids. 
 

Useful Idiots are useful idiots. If they become viral mutant
factories before their inevitable liquidation, so be it. Eventually,
one of the useful idiot petri dishes will produce the mutant that
kills those recalcitrant livestock who wouldn’t follow the herd.

Kobe Beef

%

%

Reply"

1 hour ago

# $

The TPTB don't want the obedient ones.

They want the ones left with some spirit, to bet on the hunger
games that will take place. 

o

So stay tuned for The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 3

o

Belle-Star
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%

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

dood civivilized countries wore masks long before covid.

 

And its fine to not wear one.. we got 40 or 50 more waves to fix that.

Incendar
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%

19 Reply"

12 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

They wore them because of their shitty, polluted air. If you want to
wear your subjugated slave gimp mask, be our guest. Stay out of
other peoples business, and we’ll grant you the same respect.
Otherwise buzz off. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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%

10 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

You're lucky if she just leaves you alone. A Karen would be taking
action against you. Forcing you to take action against her.

Utopia Planitia
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%

2 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

That's what ANTIFA is for. The Deep State will be using them more
frequently to attack people who are against the Con-19 Circus.

LA_Goldbug

%

%

Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

Maybe she is dead... 

😌

Eyes Opened

%

%

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

jesus christ stop with the sugar, take your vitamin D starting now and
plenty of it, and quit smoking. 

 

Mister E

%

%

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

The best revenge is living well. Hang in there.

FreedomWriter
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%

2 Reply"

7 hours ago

# $

I honestly don't miss any of the friends I lost during this propaganda
campaign.

Blue Dingo
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%

Reply"

2 hours ago

# $

She might be silent now, but wait til the snitch box is placed in your
neighborhood.

PigMan
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%

28 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

The way to bring out the monster is to just keep on keeping on. 

You can already see the wheels coming off their plans. The more that
happens the more nuts they'll go.

I've been watching this same thing with education since I was in high school
almost 20 years ago. But people didn't listen or told me I was crazy. 

At a certain point I realized that it's true that there are two ways to get
people to act. Convince them or coerce them. Well, convincing didn't work
so I guess you've just got to let reality inflict that coercive level of pain. 

I'm a bit disappointed in how far it had to go but the breaking point was
eventually hit. Now you've got schoolboards fleeing meetings. 

The simple fact is that reality ultimately constrains us and the Branch
Covidians are in direct conflict with reality. You can't stop them or save
them. They'll do it until it hurts enough. Minimize how much damage you
take from their behavior. That's all you can do.

And when they realize their error, try to show some grace. 

In the meantime it's probably wise to brace for impact though. 

strych10

%

%

14 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

I blame the media, teevee and unsocial media for this. It’s literally
hypnotized these people into a paranoid, hysterical freaky cult. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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%

14 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

They were primed for that by a shitty educational system. 

It's both telling and amazing how many people of all age groups
own essentially zero books. Even fewer people can actually look
something up, even with the internet.

strych10
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%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago

# $

Let's keep this in perspective. 

It's the worst performing and most expensive "educational"
system in the entire industrialized world.

Decatur Guy

shitty educational system
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%

Reply"

32 minutes ago

# $

It's not the "worst performing". 

It's performing well within specifications. 

Those specs just don't benefit more than a sliver of people.

strych10
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%

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

Media is owned by those who are attempting to implement the
NWO.

LA_Goldbug
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%

Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

Very wise!

surfcitybob
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%

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

# $

like revanche covidians because the real impetus is to erase the taste
of pushback the trump administration gave the deplorables.  the
covidians are attempting revenge to recover lost status.

jeff montanye
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%

28 Reply"

13 hours ago

# $

So, if I understand this article, we are to encourage the Covidian cult
members get their monthly booster jabs, wear their masks at all times
indoor and outdoor...and alone in their cars....and eventually this nasty
combination will be the equivalent of them drinking the jungle juice cool-aid
or being in the wrong place and time in the path of the
CDC/WHO/FDA/Democratic mercenaries?  Basically, just let them have
what they want for another 18 months...If another 18 months will cure this
cultist disease for good and bring back good conservative values and
freedom...I'm willing to stop complaining for a short while longer. 

Sloberdog
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%

4 Reply"

13 hours ago

# $

Yes. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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%

4 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

# $

Then do we get to rub their noses in it?

joego1
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%

11 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

You don't get to, but eternity does.

Utopia Planitia
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%

9 Reply"

12 hours ago

# $

Yes, some we do, but plenty are going to be either dead or have
serious debilitating health issues they’ll be needing constant drs
visits. They’ll be very busy between drs visits and running to the
pharmacy. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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%

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

and blaming us for their being poisened.

Secession
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%

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

# $

Your personal satisfaction is that the chaos they helped spread
resulted in their.... elimination

OMIV
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%

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

# $

be at least as magnanimous as the taliban.

jeff montanye
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%

1 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

we are every bit as viscious as the Taliban and every other
terrorist group. What sets us apart is our hypocrisy.  We contract
Syria et al to torture and maim on their soils for us.

Secession

%

%

9 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Mister E

So, if I understand this article, we are to encourage the
Covidian cult members get their monthly booster jabs, wear
their masks at all times indoor and outdoor...and alone in their
cars....and eventually this nasty combination will be the
equivalent of them drinking the jungle juice cool-aid or being in
the wrong place and time in the path of the
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3 Reply"

that sounds like a good strategy.  CJ is right.. you can't take sense to
these people. They are conditioned to respond to FEAR and PANIC
and not facts. 

CDC/WHO/FDA/Democratic mercenaries?  Basically, just let
them have what they want for another 18 months...If another
18 months will cure this cultist disease for good and bring back
good conservative values and freedom...I'm willing to stop
complaining for a short while longer. 
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%

6 Reply"

8 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

The author is essentially advocating accelerationism, which will speed
up the collapse as quickly as possible.

All good, as long as the wrong people (innocents) are not targeted or
victimized. 

By now, we should all know who the enemies are. It is not the
frightened Karen wearing a face mask and living under her bed
(although she may be a collaborator).

The enemy is those who willingly, ignorantly and maliciously influence
and perpetuate this tyranny. This includes the MSM, the social media
giants, the bought "health" authorities (maybe your own doctor), the
school boards and employers inflicting the tyrannical mandates, the
pharmafia companies, the brain-dead, corrupt political "leaders" the
global corps that are benefiting enormously (think Amazon)

The friendlies are the rest of us, parents, honest LE, patriotic active and
veteran military, the suffering small business owners. In fact, it includes
all right thinking humans, and all the peace and freedom loving
humans willing to stand up for what is right and destroy the evil
amongst us. They may not even realize what they have to lose but they
know something is wrong. Time to spell it out for them.

You know who you are. So talk to others, organize, learn, demonstrate,
protest, share information, resist. Let them know we are many and not
alone.

Remember they can't stop all of us. And remember that every night,
the evil live in terror of the day when we realize this and take action.
Keep them as scared as possible. 

 

 

 

FreedomWriter

%

%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago

# $

Trump rallies were the closest that freedom loving individuals came
out in full force...the entire movement was demolished by fraud and
betrayal.  I have a feeling that the next time these same red-blooded
Americans feel the need to leave their home and love ones behind
to do something about the current madness being imposed on them
and their family, it will likely not be a demonstration or protest, but it
will end up in many in shades of red. 

Sloberdog

So talk to others, organize, learn, demonstrate, protest,
share information, resist

 

%

%

Reply"

2 hours ago

# $

Just go hunting. The two-leggers are slower, larger, and less
aware than any deer.

Kobe Beef

%

%

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 hour ago

# $

I believe he is also advocating not to debate the science aspect of the
masks and vaccines when confronted by a covidian about your non-
compliance, but to state you're not complying because this whole
thing is nothing but an exercise by our government in tyranny. I
understood him to say make a drama/scene out of stating this to leave
an impression.

buck50

%

%

23 Reply"

14 hours ago

# $

Democracy as we call it, has failed miserably as a political system. It ended
up destroying itself when the people we elected started to abuse the
freedom in this system to give themselves power they was never suppose to
have. These people that we initially elected to be our humble servants has
(over decades) been able to gradually change the laws in their favor so that
they now more or less can rule as tyrants, protected by the very new laws
they have designed to protect themselves and put the common people
under their thumbs and turn the entire planet into a prison planet. 

captain-nemo

%

%

4 Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

the problem is that when power is centralized, it can wall itself off and
seize total control

a faraway government in its own district with an unreachable president
- is totally out of our reach.

President Garfield was assassinated by a guy who walked up behind
him and shot him in the back.  That assassin was KNOWN to Garfield;
he had sat in an outside office of the White House many times, trying
for a patronage job. 

Back in the day, the office of the presidency and the congress were
within our reach; today, you have no idea where to look for your
congresscreature, you may see it on TV if you are unlucky.

Mister E

%

%

1 Reply"

5 hours ago

# $

Lincoln won!

America lost.

Decatur Guy

power is centralized, it can wall itself off and seize total
control
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%

21 Reply"

14 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Nice that so many words are being written about chivid, but the reality is
that the human race has no power over its demon possessed leadership.

 

Exhibit One: Fao'Xi is still in power, spewing his lies.

liberty2day
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%

16 Reply"

6 hours ago

# $

There's no cure for the Baa variant.

Only Way Out
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%

11 Reply"

5 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Love the Baa variant concept. Maybe they are moving on to the Mu
variant because its the last chance to milk the tax cows.  

JacqueOss51
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%

Reply"

5 hours ago

# $

Still have quite a few Greek letters left to go.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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%

2 Reply"

5 hours ago

# $

It has only been one year.  They'll have to mutate soon.  Maybe a
farcical scheme like naming storms with 'diverse' names.

ipso_facto
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%

16 Reply"

10 hours ago

# $

No idea where you live but out here in the forgotten states we don't wear
masks and we crowd into the local bar together with no social distancing. 
Everyone, including the 'worker bee"  cash register clerks at the local Family
Dollar and True Value roll their eyes and laugh about the mask and distancig
BS.  You don;t see a mask except on a few old folk and if someone wants to
wear a mask...well, we accept they like drinking the social kool aid and still
open the door for them if their hands are full of grocery bags.

Secession
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%

16 Reply"

14 hours ago

# $

Why are you calling global socialism, global capitalism? The only thing this
experiment in total control by tiny select group of technocrats has in
common with free market capitalism, is there is money as a form of
exchange. 

However, the technocrats control the distribution of this money, therefore is
has no purpose as a means of exchange. If you held dollars for ten years,
those dollars buy around half what they did before. Thus, requiring far more
labor to obtain what was easier before. This is not free market capitalism.

We haven't seen that form of exchange for a very long time. 

adr
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%

2 1 Reply"

13 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

It's not socialism for one thing... the IMF guts social programs in every
country it gets its claws into. 

Salisarsims
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%

1 Reply"

2 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

It’s just Oligarchy. 
 

run by some very vindictive, inbred, psychotic oligarchs. But still
Oligarchy. Call it a Kakistocracy if you wanna turn heads. Call it a
K*keocracy if u (redacted).

Kobe Beef
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%

15 Reply"

8 hours ago

# $

YOU WANT US TO BELIEVE, THAT FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY,
PEOPLE THAT ARE NOT SICK ARE INFECTING PEOPLE THAT ARE FULLY
VAXXED?

 

shining one

%

%

14 Reply"

6 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

This is the age of intensive indoctrination. (((They’ve))) gone all-in.  I
am dumbfounded at the extent of “smart people” who remain drunk on the
koolaid. 

Smokeyjake
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%

14 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

# $

The real Virus & Pandemic is a completely UNCONSCIOUS, dumbed-down,
Doltish global population.
 

~Stockholm Syndrome @ its finest.

 

The White Rabbit

%

%

14 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 13 hours ago

# $

They think wearing masks is really spiffy, a magical talisman of conformity
and compliance awaiting their rendezvous with destiny. 

Ophiuchus
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%

3 49 Reply"

13 hours ago

# $

Masks DEFINITELY help and can help lessen viral load which is what
matters

The Shedda of Spikas
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%

11 2 Reply"

13 hours ago

# $

He means you.

toejam
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%

2 25 Reply"
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Viral load which is what matters, not spiffy

The Shedda of Spikas
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Eggspurt/solartard alert 

☝☝🤡🤣

LasVegasLongLeggs
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And you're breathing co2 which causes brain damage, which
is evident in your posts.

NotaSheep
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u sheddin' bruh?

The Shedda of Spikas
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Can you still smell my Farts?

RussianWeiner
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Stop worrying about other peoples loads. 

Xious Respawns
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Ever see a automotive paint sprayer painting a car wearing a paper
mask?     Moron.

truthordare
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Exactly how can a mask lessen viral loads? You sound like an expert
so I'd like you to educate me.

You can write the response in between the loads you take at the
glory hole.

pods
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Another worthless article. Tylers, puh-leeze...
Listen: authoritarianism is nothing new and in fact has become more
prevalent over the years. Yes it sucks and the peeps who act like sheeps
merely eat it up. Not gonna change.
Until...........Day three of no food and then the populace comes alive.
I know it's coming soon for those who didn't prep.

The real jo blo
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What if day three of no food never comes, what if there is always food
on the table? Then the solutions on the "worthless" article make a lot
of sense.

dont stare at the beam
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why is the article "worthless" ?

 

what are you promoting ?

OMIV
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well Mr. Prepperpants, some of us live in apartments in countries
where we have no access to guns except through the criminal
underground. 

so thanks for your smugness, and I hope everything goes well for YOU
and you don't run out of ammo.

Mister E
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Where fools rush in there be consequences, let them suffer them in full,
there is a reset coming, and not the one they're planning and expecting. 
Nature and it's order are unrelenting and unforgiving, no second chance.

Crush the cube
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'No second chance' - Steve Fisk (1987)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQjD7dwrU3o

"I'm not gonna tell you how to live your life..."

skizex
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I have been crafting analogies lately that speak to the insanity of the New
Normal (which, incidentally, is NOT new and NOT normal).  One I've
poached from Douglas Murray who illustrates more or less that what we are
doing is exchanging 2500 years of knowledge, experience, and science,
technology, economy, and civility - we are trading all of it for nothing. Zero.
We are throwing it all away and with it we are saying that "nothing" is better
than anything and everything. I think, like this author, that Murray is arguing
that you have to go to extremes and simply bypass rational thought and go
straight to the end. 

So, with that thought in mind and thinking about Australia currently, for
example, or Canada/US several months ago when we were locked down to
flatten the curve, I tried to regress to the end and what I came up with is that
we weren't much better and possibly worse off then Albert Speer (Hitler's
architect) was during his 20 year stay at Spandau prison. 

I say worse off because intellectually, and physically, he knew he was a
prisoner and had accepted that reality as real.  We, on the other hand will
not be able to reconcile this contradiction to freedom as we once knew
it.  Our lockdowns are not much different in that our walk down the
supermarket isle is quite comparable to Speer's imaginary trip he took
around the world as he tramped daily up and down his 50 paces by 5 paces
for thousands of miles over the span of 20 years.  Perhaps only in
magnitude are our lives now that much different.  Afterall, if I cant travel, if I
can't freely associate, if I can't be with others, if my life is reduced to
essential living only and ONLY with a mask - then how much different are
our lives from Speer's?

The scary thing I suppose, is that there is something gratifying while at the
same time horrifying about arriving at the conclusions.  And it seems easier
and easier by the day to come up with other similar regressions - to the
bottom or to the end or whatever.  This is what I try to reveal to others. 

Pareto
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yes.. but.. we have the internet and can live vicariously in any world we
can find in it. sort of like role playing games and the movie avatar,
rolled into one.

hooligan2009
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Out bodies were not built to sit in front of a screen for hours.
Eventually that will kill the person sitting, sooner or later but it will do
them in.

LA_Goldbug
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Yes it will kill. That is what they want.

The Owners Are Liquidating the Herd. Shearing operations are no
longer profitable, Skinning operations are ongoing. Liquidation is
beginning.

do you think they care whether the livestock perish by the vaxxx,

Kobe Beef
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do you think they care whether the livestock perish by the vaxxx,
the mutants, the opioids, the staring at a screen…,  the
pestilence, famine, or war? Pick a cause, as long as it squeezes
the last juice out of a sheep before killing them, it will be done.

Why would anyone think the Owners care for the livestock?
Why think their hired Cowboys represent you? What would give
one any indication that their intentions are benevolent? Because
the screen above the cattle chute said so?!
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Propaganda is said to work best on the intelligent.

they can read and understand, but what they are reading is pure
propaganda, designed to appeal to them on a gut level (once again,
FEAR)

My one and only friend is a classic example:  math degree, high-paying
job, house in the burbs, two beautiful kids.   He is exceptionally fit
and has a classy wife - both are fully vaccinated.   A real tough cookie
with a heart of gold, keen mind and dumb as a box of fucking rocks.

He is starting to catch on, though.. I just found out that, like me, his
brother is on him to WTFU and realize what is really going on... so my
friend may get pushed out of his comfort zone.  ;o )

His brother and I have something in common - we both see him as a
natural leader of men and want him to be on the right GD side when
the shit goes down.

Mister E
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Karl Rove: The aide said that guys like me [Suskind] were "in what we call
the reality-based community," which he defined as people who "believe that
solutions emerge from your judicious study of discernible reality." I nodded
and murmured something about enlightenment principles and empiricism.
He cut me off. "That's not the way the world really works anymore," he
continued. "We're an empire now, and when we act, we create our own
reality. And while you're studying that reality — judiciously, as you will —
we'll act again, creating other new realities, which you can study too, and
that's how things will sort out. We're history's actors ... and you, all of you,
will be left to just study what we do." [The New York Times Magazine]

spoon-fed
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that is a famous quote

Mister E
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Might as well be the definition of hubris.

-insert Classical Greek playwright no one reads anymore.

Kobe Beef
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biden -  just got off vacation & will be leaving for vacation  tomorrow 

left blank
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Maybe that’s best. Remember when the gay kenyan was occupying
the WH, it was always better fit the country when he was golfing and
not fvcking things up. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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obama is still running this nation 
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I know, scary isn’t it? 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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I'm totally down with the depopulation theory. Given that world governments
are insisting that those individuals who have developed natural immunity be
vaxed....................there it is in black and white.

Gringo Viejo
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Yes, but how did most get into this cult? They didn't JOIN. They were
tricked.

They don't live on the commune by choice. They just woke up in the Matrix
one day.

And they have been fed a steady diet of fear for many years, so they now
have a form of PTSD.

They are victims of a psyop - I call them Purple Hearts, as they have
endured serious psychological injuries in a war on their minds.

Of course like those in the Matrix, they are a danger until they awake.......

"The Matrix is a system, Neo. That system is our enemy. But when you're
inside, you look around, what do you see? Businessmen, teachers, lawyers,
carpenters. The very minds of the people we are trying to save. But until we
do, these people are still a part of that system and that makes them our
enemy. You have to understand, most of these people are not ready to be
unplugged. And many of them are so inured, so hopelessly dependent on
the system, that they will fight to protect it"

 

8th Estate
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They have given me a form of PTSD.   

I don’t see them as victims, rather I see them as abusive. I gave you +1
though cause I agree with the rest and you provoked thought in my
brain :) 

Global Hunter
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Every cult has an initiation ritual: isolation from one’s friends, family,
and habitual surroundings long enough for the old personality to be
overwritten, and dependency on the cult leaders to form.

Lockdown, anyone? 
 

Two weeks to flatten the curve? Or two weeks to give the initiates new
habits? A “new normal” as it were.

Kobe Beef
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The vaxxed are dropping like flies in the most vaxxed country in the world.
Israel.

Overvaxxed Iceland is right with them. 

 

The msm is pathetically evil. They blow up one case of a guy that took
ivermectin at a dose meant for a horse and not a man and make it out to be
what happens if you take ivermectin. At the same time they see nothing
wrong with almost 40,000 dead from the vaccine, 6 million with serious
adverse events from the vaccine, and israel and iceland proving that the
vaccines don't work. 

 

Johny Bench tested positive for covid and has no symptoms and his doctor
told him that if he had not been vaccinated, he would be in the hospital
fighting for his life.  Quack, quack, quack.

 

You probably have already heard that the test the cdc admits is worthless,
the pcr test, is now being used 500 percent more to identify 'cases' than it
was before they said it would be taken off the mkt in december. 

 

archipusz
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the WHO said they were going to lower the Ct to around 20 or so, if I
am not mistaken.

At that cycle count the PCR Test would at least have some semblance
of credibility.  I have read that at 17 it would be better. 

A "high viral load" under those conditions would indicate a possible
infection and the person should stay home, treat for a virus cold/flu
and watch for signs of pneumonia. 

No pneumonia, the whole thing should go away within a week or two. 

I had something like that about ten years ago, it came back in two
further waves separated by a couple weeks, and then it was gone.  

So I am pretty sure I had a corona-type virus at the time, before it was
ever a "thing."  this never occurred to me until I learned about this
symptomic behavior during the current flap.

Since that "whatever it was" 10 years ago I have missed exactly 1 day
of work for some sniffles and sneezing, was okay the next day. 

that was 4.5 years ago.

Mister E
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This man invented PCR technology, and says using it as a "test" is
fraud. 

PCR process inventor, Nobel Laureate Kary Mullis, on Fauci:

https://youtu.be/9sDeU9fj8N8

If the "test" is a fraud, why take anything they say at face value.
They're "blowing smoke up our ass ".

Dad always used this phrase. They still are.

https://gizmodo.com/blowing-smoke-up-your-ass-used-to-be-
literal-1578620709

Yamaoka Tesshu
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all wars are bankers wars ... 
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Silent weapons for quiet wars…

Kobe Beef
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Not the Onion or Babylon Bee:

"California counties now have access to a COVID vaccination data
repository built on the Snowflake platform."

https://cairweb.org/snowflake/ (CAlifornia Immunization Registry web portal)

 

An Occasional Squirrel
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--- Fully vaccinated Oscar De La Hoya, 48, is hospitalized with COVID
and pulls out of his comeback fight against Vitor Belfort...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9956313/Boxer-Oscar-La-Hoya-
48-tests-positive-COVID-despite-fully-vaccinated.html

boyplunger7777
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so?  the tests are baloney anyway. 

What does this prove?  

Nothing

Mister E
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Communist clowns and criminals reign when We the People become wee
little sheeple

blitzpeace
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Mental illness is the new normal. Orange man still bad!

ShootTheGlass
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Orange man still utter idiot

(FIFY)

The Shedda of Spikas
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Solartard/TardSlappa/eggspurt/Kingretard/5GNincompoop changed
his soyname^^^

LasVegasLongLeggs
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But I didn't trannysition sista  

🤣

U go guurrrrrrrlllll!!!!

 

LVRunner > SolarTard's Gay Lover > King of Scotland's Butt
Buddy > Jess Pink Man > Jessica Pink Man >
LasVegasLongLeggs

The Shedda of Spikas
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spurt hahahahaha.

toejam
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u sheddin' brudda jam?

The Shedda of Spikas
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How’s the pacemaker? It’s amazing you got it right after you
got your jabs. Does your kid have one yet?

LasVegasLongLeggs
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U go guurrrrrrrlllll!!!!

The Shedda of Spikas
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Some of the terms I use to prod people to break the spell:

magic masks
virtue vax
MORON (multiple organ repository of nanoparticles)
$ettled $cience is psyience
Our whore and slaver Fauci
false prophets = huge profits
Global institutions have globalist problems

JacqueOss51
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Quite simply the best article I’ve read in recent memory.  It snapped my
brain into the way to deal with this. 
 Just like Trump forced full retard, we need to drive this Covid Cult full retard
to expose it. 
 

 Might I suggest, a new Flag, and Pledge of Allegiance, for the schools. 
 

I Pledge Allegiance, to the Flag…of the United Vaccination of America. And
to the Pharmaceutical companies of which it’s stands , one nation under
Fauci.  “ One Nation, under the CDC” , with Jabbing and Masking for all. 
   
I think I’ll refine that, and propose it at the next school board meeting, with
utmost seriousness. 
 

 Edit…I’m in Maryland. And our Rino fvch Governor, Larry Hogan, makes a “
public service” commercial.  “ Just take the damn vaccine”.  I hope this gets
to him. I’d like to punch that fat fvch right in his c0cksvcker. 

NoPension
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Good article.  In a sense, there is a dominant globalist system insofar as the
two greatest powers--the USA and China--are both part of the same
system.  But there is also a real geopolitical struggle between the Western
alliance of globalist power (backed by the US military), and the "resistance"
(Russia, China, Iran, and the few other remaining countries still not forced
into the Western alliance).  

The relationship between the USA and China is really strange in that they
are great rival powers, but they are economically interdependent.  So I see
both the single globalist system and the US vs China rivalry happening at
the same time.  There is a lot of blurring and crossover.  Like when John
Kerry went all-out to help salvage the Iran deal.  Kerry was doing this on
behalf of the Western European powers (who didn't want to lose lucrative
trade deals with Iran), but he was lobbying directly against the policy of the
Trump administration at that time. 

Kerry should have been tried for violating the Logan Act and had his a**
thrown in jail, but the fact that he was not even reprimanded is clear proof
that there is an underlying power (deep state) greater than the elected
powers.  

OK Boomer
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junk

Gott
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All the nominal "libs" I know seem to live in a "virtual Pyongyang ". A mere
whiff of dissidence has them breaking out in hives. One reply:

 "Sooo...... know I'm asking you to please leave it alone..."

My reply,

"God that's pathetic. So why don't I just "leave it alone"? Because the
people pushing this agenda, with your nominal support (out of fear it
seems), want to force me and others I care for to perform absurd rituals and
inject dodgy liquids. "It" not only won't leave me alone, it has openly
expressed plans to violate me, and to punish me if I fail to comply. I am in
the crosshairs, and I simply ask you why you allow them to use your back as
a rest for their aiming. "

I don't expect much of a reply.

 

Yamaoka Tesshu
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the world needs an "epiphany" - there are those committing violence
by inflicting control mechanisms.

by accepting this violence, passively, people are condoning, verifying
and ratifying its use. the enforcers of tyranny need to be arrested and
confined, masked, to their homes in the same way they are punishing
others.

much like "rubber neckers" witnessing a rape of a 14 year old in a mall.
it is appalling how passive people are.

hooligan2009
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This is why I come here. Well said.

"The world needs an "epiphany" - there are those committing
violence by inflicting control mechanisms. By accepting this

Yamaoka Tesshu
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violence by inflicting control mechanisms. By accepting this
violence, passively, people are condoning, verifying and ratifying its
use. "
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What's worst is how the sheeple treat anyone who isn't passive.

I was raised in Europe and we use trains a lot. I say this because
stuff happens in public transportation that is rarely talked about.

Two times I was the only one who violently reacted to a man
abusing a woman in public,  on a train.

One of them I pushed out of the train when it stopped.

In each case the sheeple were staring me down as if I was the one
who did something wrong, not a man who was hitting or the other
who was verbally abusing the woman.

I, the one who reacted and ended the abuse, in a full train car was
the shamed one.

This taught me to ignore the sheeple when I was very young. I still
am the only person in my family who isn't afraid to act in "publuc"
and shock the sheeple.

I know there are others like me who will agree: ignore the sheeple
and do what's right.

theendofish
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Respect..... I will use that one.

FreedomWriter
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they serve evil and need to be called out on it, lest you too be mistaken
for silently supporting them, and evil too

liberty2day
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biden  - make china great again.

buy artwork from hunter    to raise campaign bribery money flowing to me 
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Yes, it is a new form of totalitarianism.  But it is not accidental.  COVID was
a hoax.  It's still an op.  Let's be clear on that.

creeper
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Beware the MyChart your doctor and hospital is pushing 

Your electronic health information from your doctor is linked up immediately
to every other electronic health information system, nationwide and maybe
worldwide.  Files are created on you.  You are linked to your family
members.  Studies are created out of your own and other's health
information.  They report data to government.  Might be best to decline to
answer about your family members health history- everyone died of old age,
so far as I know.  Decline to answer about guns- nope, no gun.  Don't
answer about travel- haven't left my home in a year.  Tell them you haven't
been vaccinated and into the control group you go, for their studies.  They
want your data- data data data and more data.  Its worth a fortune to the
electronic medical records companies, who compile and sell off your data
for their profit (data that you paid to generate, such as through your blood
work, tests, paying for your doctor's visits or your insurance premiums)

The electronic medical records companies are accountable to NO ONE

Ask the doctor who is the electronic medical records company they use, or
you can find this out through the MyChart they try to link you to.  Call them
up and ask for disclosure on who they are sharing your information with.

When they outright lie or refuse to tell you who they are sharing your
information with, I found that that NO government agency has any oversight
anymore on this- Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services (CMS) will say
they don't know what you're talking about, state and federal HHS will say
they don't know what you're talking about.  There aren't anymore privacy
laws or rights and no oversight or complaints process- "because Covid"

Best I can come up with is this agency: National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology, HealthIT.gov.  202-690-7151- they don't answer the
phone nor respond to email requests.  Flood their voicemail with demands
for accountability from these snake bureaucrats profiting off others misery

What is going down with electronic medical records is not good.  These
companies have become all powerful and are profiting off your data- blood
work and tests and doctor appointments that you paid for- compiled and
sliced and diced and sold as data to health systems and governments.  Sold
off to medical equipment companies who'll harass by phone you to buy a
back brace, after you report back pain to your doctor.  Tell the doctor you're
stressed because a family member has cancer- the solicitation from a
cemetery, complete with "discount code" will arrive in the mail a few days
later.  Most likely your doctor isn't the one responsible and has no idea what
the electronic medical records company he/she was forced to sign up with,
is really up to

It will not be long before this health information is linked up to every other
system- social security, DMV, UC, welfare.  This is happening FAST

Decline the "MyChart" terms and conditions.  Get yourself well and stay well
and unplug from this.  They are going to make us all sick if they can, so that
we're forced to plug into MyChart.  REFUSE MYCHART

Your doctor isn't making the decisions anymore.  The decisions are coming
from algorithms generated by the electronic medical records vendors-
technology companies.  Algorithm software that hospitals are paid to use

JustSayNo
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look at any chart on increases in admin costs in the health industry. 
this is why hc is so expensive, they needed the administrative control
grid installed

liberty2day
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Technology companies- the big electronic medical records vendors,
are in control with their care algorithms.  This is why people are
receiving care in hospitals that doesn't make any sense.  The
algorithm may tell the doctors to follow this or that care path based
on this or that symptoms, and the electronic medical records tech
company can now compare one treatment against another, using
human beings as experimental subjects in research generated by
the algorithms.  The tech company will be able to compare one
treatment against another and conduct research without anyone
knowing that this is what they are doing.  The tech companies got
control of hospitals and doctors through electronic medical records
vendors forced on them by government.  The hospitals
administrations were then paid to use the care algorithms, with all
data on response to care fed back to the electronic medical records
vendors (your vital signs, lab work, symptoms, what medications
you got and when you got them are fed back to the electronic
medical records company to analyze how you responded to
whatever care the algorithm dictated). The algorithm has no human
compassion, and is only interesting in testing how you respond to its
theories, with the ultimate goal of profit. We are all now part of
research protocols, run by tech companies controlling our medical
records.  THIS IS HAPPENING at "the best" university health
systems.  

JustSayNo
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Think you are getting "the best" care by going to some health
system like Johns Hopkins?  They may be paid to use the same
damn algorithms used by some rinky dink hospital in bumble
fluck nowhere.  Who is writing these algorithms?  Well no one
know the answer to that.  For all we know its some Pakistani
techie kid writing algorithms in the back room of a mud hut
surrounded by clucking chickens- and it probably is because he
works cheap.  Some doctor at Johns Hopkins is $250,000 in
medical school debt to be allowed the priviledge of writing
prescriptions based on the algorithms written in a Pakistani mud
hut.  Can anyone, anywhere, at the highest levels of government
and academia, prove that this isn't what is happening?  No, no
one can prove that this isn't exactly what is happening because
no one knows the source of the algorithms they are paid to
follow, and no one knows where the data is going to.  Probably
right on back to that Pakistani mud hut.  And we, the sheeple of
the United States of America (including the doctors and nurses
and admins), don't bother to ask where the algorithms are
coming from, don't demand accountability, don't demand to
know where our information is going and how its being used, and
don't call government and bureaucrats to the carpet.  Keep on
going along to get along until getting along is no longer possible

JustSayNo
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Why do I feel like I’m a pawn in a huge game?

Years ago the bankers fucked the financial system and have been bailed out
ever since.

Today's financial system is more fucked than the one 10 years
ago.....everything is on the verge of going boom.

Ponzi.

They’ve all made millions.

Now COVID will be used as an excuse to blame it all on, the debt, the
coming defaults and whilst they’re at it they’re restricting my freedom and
saying i’m A bad person- i’m Not a believer in these “jabs”.

One day they’ll push me too far.

 

wattie
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4 hours ago

# $

It's not difficult to conclude that what's happening today is actually a 21st
century equivalent of Fascism which has many parallels to Germany & Italy
1930s. One big difference today is that it's not got a military angle to it
because it is global, not nationalistic, so most countries support it. Whereas
1930s Fascism was very much driven by nationalistic political idealogy,
today's Fascism is driven by the imposition of global medical FEAR.

That was very clever of those who engineered this global takeover.

smacker
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4 Reply"

3 hours ago
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And the usual suspects, the bankers, are key in driving this narrative.
ZOG.

CondZero
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3 hours ago
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Banksters certainly are involved, but there are also many
international institutions involved, like the UN, WHO, IMF, WB, WEF,
CDC and of course -- because it's a medical issue -- most
governments are fully on board. I don't know of any important
institution or government that's not on board. Leaders of a few small
countries who rebelled died from sudden non-pre-existing medical
problems. Lukashenko in Belarus went on TV claiming he was
threatened by the IMF/WB if he didn't impose full national
lockdowns.

 

smacker
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1 1 Reply"

2 hours ago

# $

mandalay bay club 
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3 hours ago
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Our rulers have become more "humane" killing us with injections
instead of war. 

NIRP-BTFD
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3 hours ago
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Indeed. And they won't have all the destruction to rebuild.

smacker
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3 hours ago
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Carroll Quigley has a useful definition of Fascism which avoids the
usual cliches and red herrings: "Fascism is the adoption by vested
interests in a society of an authoritarian form of government in order to
maintain their vested interests and prevent the reform of that society."

Note that this definition avoids the conventional forms and symbols
and concentrates instead on WHO is doing WHAT and WHY.  It also
carries the implied ending that Fascists will always lose, because the
grab for authoritarian power only occurs when vested interests are
losing their political struggles and have no other alternative to maintain
their dominance.  It's the last gasp of dying elites, as if they are
determined to take everybody else down with them.

Faeriedust
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6 hours ago
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The new Branch Covidians.

Buckwheat
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Reply"

4 hours ago
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Don't demonize the Branch Davidians they had a right to religious
freedom. Koresh offered the ATF the opportunity to inspect their place
anytime.

Occams_Razor_Trader
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7 hours ago
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9 million people die each year from poor medical service.  If engineers did
work like MDs, it would never be safe to drive on the road.  As it is, a bridge
collapses from poor maintenance and it’s lawsuit city.  As thinking people,
one should investigate these charlatans for what they are, drug pushing
pimps in the pocket of the snake oil salesmen.  

TrippyCat
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7 hours ago
 (Edited)
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The medical industrial complex has locked in a solid F- based on this
issue.  The only thing some of those pros do well is tik tok videos. 
Hell, might as well start putting strip club poles in the hallways. 
Worthless.

Gekko Jr
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7 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Next time you need medical attention dO YOuR oWn ReSEArcH and
get a random online acquaintance to prescribe you some cat
wormer or perform any surgery using a kit brought from Wish. 

Dogspurt
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6 hours ago
 (Edited)
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lol I never go to the doctor.  If I have a sports or other shock injury
then yes.  Enjoy getting your engine replaced because there is
some dirt on it.  Most doctors and nurses are worthless - FACT.

BTW, Ivermectin has been administered to people for a very long
time.  Look it up bruh.

Gekko Jr
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6 hours ago
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And obese.

TrippyCat

 Most doctors and nurses are worthless - FACT.

%

%

2

6 hours ago

# $

If they were worth a fvch, they wouldn’t be going along with
this sh!tshow.

 Some aren’t….and we see what happens to them. It takes
guts. 

NoPension
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7 2 Reply"

9 hours ago
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The cult needs to be ridiculed .... and expose for their lies...

Ted Baker
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7 hours ago
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And shamed, make fun of. The material they are generating has never
been more absurd and tragically funny

InfiniteIntellRules
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6 hours ago
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It's The Spanish Inquisition all over again without the Monty Python
overtones.

noshowwithoutpunch
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5 hours ago
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Sans le "Comfy Chair".

John Basilone
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5 hours ago
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Nobody expects the spanish inquisition !

noshowwithoutpunch
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6 Reply"

7 hours ago

# $

I like this approach. Without any sense of strategy and likely the result of my
own (too) slow realization that information and reason don't work, I've been
finding myself mocking and laughing at normies. Not my usual MO and
frankly don't feel very good about myself when I do it. SO adopting it
as strategy and framework to hasten the inevitable end of the Covid Cult,
works. 

kathaleend
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6 Reply"

7 hours ago
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Because it's pointless to argue with people I tell them my doctor told me not
to get the jab because of a previous stroke. You could use any plausible
excuse to shut them up.

Thee Barbarous Relic
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7 hours ago
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Same here with vax injury 1999, surgeries.  The stand you take today is
your own. I ignore them and move on.

InfiniteIntellRules
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5 hours ago
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Same has been working well for me.

lastdance
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Reply"

PREMIUM 1 hour ago

# $

I believe the author is advocating not to debate the science aspect of
the masks and vaccines when confronted by a covidian about your
non-compliance, but to state you're not complying because this whole
thing is nothing but an exercise by our government in tyranny. I
understood him to say make a drama/scene out of stating this to leave
an impression. To get the beast to implode from within by calling it
what it is.

buck50
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7 hours ago
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Good article but I describe the "New Normal" not as "global capitalism" but
as "global corporatism" because it is extremely Fascist in nature (similar to
Benito Mussolini in Italy c1930s) with governments virtually merging with the

smacker

" The New Normal is not Nazism or Stalinism. It is global-capitalist
totalitarianism, and global capitalism doesn’t have an ideology,
technically, or, rather, its ideology is “reality.”"
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6 Reply"

Benito Mussolini in Italy c1930s) with governments virtually merging with the
corporate sector and the latter doing a lot of the government's dirty work for
them.

An example is the corporate sector imposing "vaccine passports" in travel,
tourism and hospitality sectors on behalf of governments to slash air travel.
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7 hours ago
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Agree. Goal is to kill capitalism. 

InfiniteIntellRules
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Reply"

6 hours ago
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Capitalism has been dead since 1913... even most of that was crony
capitalism.

TrippyCat
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8 hours ago

# $

So, I just have a small blog on Substack.com, where I Quixotically attack
mainly the Climate "Crisis" Narrative with Science, and also can't resist
attacking the CoVid-1984 Narrative.  Some of my free subscribers are
friends and family.  So far 2 of 2 that I spoke with did not receive my last
posting (that I know went out) -- one is on a GMail account and one on a
university (.edu) account.  I need more data; will get more tomorrow ....
Hmm, and I'm like such a small fish ...

At least if I put a comment on ZH, I see whether it gets posted!

My favorite and latest postings on my blog: (click them to fun with the
censors [if that indeed is what is going on]):

Favorite: https://timellison.substack.com/p/the-dawn-of-a-new-religion

Latest: https://timellison.substack.com/p/final-exam-ultimate-post

So, Glenn Greenwald and Matt Taibbi left their reporting jobs, due to
censorship, and started publishing on Substack ... I wonder how many of
their GMail subscribers actually receive all their Posts?  I wonder how many
E-Mails I send out automatically go into GMail's Spam or Junk folders on
recipients computers?

If I really want to communicate with someone, today I call them on the
telephone and TALK to them.

Please tell me I'm paranoid!

Doctor TimE.
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7 hours ago
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OK, this might be a fun thing to do:

Everyone who has GMail start putting "Ivermectin" and
"Hydroxychloroquine" or "HCQ" for short in the subject, body, or in the
little thing at the end of their E-Mails ....

(I'm going to post this again as a separate post, not on this thread --
hope I don't get banned for Spamming).

Doctor TimE.
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7 hours ago
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You are not paranoid. Gmail Fbook flagging positive non political
articles as "dangerous" on using natural immune system, forgiveness,
staying in the "light" past 2 years from personal experience. PayPal
holding up $, seizing funds. It's at an all time high. 

InfiniteIntellRules
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12 hours ago
 (Edited)
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If the author's theory was valid, I would expect all covidians in Australia to
be fully aware they have bought into a totalitarian cult.  Apparently covidians
actually have to drink Jim Jones Kool aid. 

Xena fobe
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10 hours ago
 (Edited)
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The battle for Australia is still not over, otherwise they would lift the
lock downs and mandates. They are afraid that people that see things
like author of the article still have too much influence.

dont stare at the beam
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10 hours ago
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Very true. The very presence of force and the constant propaganda
prove that it’s far from over. 

Not Vaxxed
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They cannot take our guns so they take our health instead to ruin what is left
of the old USA,INC.

Aireannpure
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12 hours ago
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don't take the vax.  take zinc, vitamins c and d daily and do whatever
general health regimen you care to follow.

if you get sick, call the frontline doctors and follow dr. peter
mccullough's outpatient multi-drug therapy protocol.  avoid intubation
if possible and hospital stays generally.

that will maintain a control group that will likely bear comparison with
the vaxed over the next few years.

 

jeff montanye
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10 hours ago
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it's not that frightening.  New strain of the common flu.  If you get it
you get a headache, hack for a day, drink alot of liquid and on day
three wake up feeling fine.  I know.  I had it.  Not a frickin big deal.

Secession
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10 hours ago
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Fear is the virus. Fear comes from lack of Truth.

LA_Goldbug
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9 hours ago
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the liquids, as always, are extremely important. 

Stay hydrated in the winter - heated air is dry and will weaken the
mucous membranes in the respiratory tract. 

Vitamin D is extremely important in the winter, and NOBODY is
getting enough. 

I am up to 8000 I.U. a day including fast-absorbing.  Fauci says
he takes 9000 I.U. and he is the fittest looking little poison dwarf I
have ever seen. 

Since I lost about 15 pounds I can also confirm that people listen
to you if you look and are fit and energetic.. anything else, they
will not respect your opinion, no matter how right you are.

Mister E
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Glad to see the Scientology link.  I have thought for a long time that the
wokesters of the left are very much like scientology droids

south40_dreams
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6 hours ago
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America where are you now?
Don't you care about your sons and daughters?
Don't you know we need you now
We can't fight alone against the monster

- Steppenwolf

Santiago de Mago
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12 hours ago
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"controlled by one globally hegemonic system"

Does anyone else think it's time to pay a visit to the leadership of
this GHS and have a word?

Upvote: It's long overdue.

Downvote: Nah, it's all good. Wear your mask and book a booster.

ZeroHegemony
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12 hours ago
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Blind trust and fear are to blame for these Pro-vax clowns, not a rational
thinker in the bunch…

 

http://thoughtcrimes101.blogspot.com/2021/09/i-am-therefore-i-think.html

Bagholder.
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13 hours ago
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"There are many ways to go about doing this, i.e., generating internal
conflict. I have been doing it my way, others are doing it theirs. If you’re one
of them, thank you. If you’re not, start. Do it however and wherever you can.
Make the New Normals face the monster, the monster they are feeding
… the monster they have become. "

Could you provide some examples of what it is you have been doing to
achieve your goal.  I mean I like your article and I'm onboard.  I'll give
anything a go - but I'm not quite sure what you think I should do...?

Rebel_Yell
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11 hours ago
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one thing to mention if asked to mask up or take the vax: i've got that
natural immunity that the israelis proved was seven to thirteen times
better than the vax.

drives them nutty.  helps if it's true but in any case the conversation
tends to end which is a blessing.

jeff montanye
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Most have no clue this is true. Telling others to check will also be a
challenge because if they step on the disinformation sites and their
fact-checkers people they have little hope of getting the straight
facts.

LA_Goldbug

natural immunity that the israelis proved was seven to
thirteen times better than the vax.
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 (Edited)
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You basically have to use the absurd of the situation. 

Like for example if someone talks about the mask you tell them that
you wear it, always, showering with it sucks but you manage and that
you are quite ready to kill the unmasked for daring to even show their
face.

That the unmasked are murdering children with their face.

That the unjabbed should go to camps and then we should just do
what Hitler did and forget about them and let them starve.

They should all die.

Stuff like that. Something that takes this entire thing to it's logical
conclusion. You make these up as you go and look for a negative
reaction like" I think that's going too far"

Then you say that the grandmother's life is worth more than 30 little
brats below 10. That the people who are dying from it are older and
that the historical value of them is worth more than some barely
conscious abotrion doggers.

This is how you make them feel uneasy. Then maybe their processors
can restart.

theendofish
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PREMIUM 1 hour ago
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I believe one thing he is advocating is not to debate the science aspect
of the masks and vaccines when confronted by a covidian about your
non-compliance, but to state you're not complying because this whole
thing is nothing but an exercise by our government in tyranny. I
understood him to say make a drama/scene out of stating this to leave
an impression. 

I'm with you, I looked for specific examples too but didn't see any, but
this is what I gleaned from the article.

buck50
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The author's plan could take some time - a longer timeframe than Klaus
Schwab has in mind to wipe out seven billion people by starvation if they
haven't already died from the clotshot's long term effects. So while we are
strategizing and making small inroads, everyone dies.

The secret code to unlock the seemingly unlockable is to end the fear that is
driving today's events. Where does the fear come from? The world is
sluggish, lacking what it took to survive the rigors of Valley Forge. Ten
thousand campers out of twelve thousand survived that winter. You
probably don't know one person who could have survived even a month. 

Our fear comes from that sluggishness because people in our condition
wonder, "How will I make it? How will my family make it?"

You feel sluggish and tired because your membrane potential has dropped
due to pulsed EMFs wearing on you night and day. It's that simple. 

If you would restore your membrane potential, you would instantly feel more
energetic and less fearful. Rotating orgonite has two benefits that are
desperately needed right now:

Rotating Orgonite raises energy instantly. (There is no time to
waste.) 
 
Rotating orgonite has the ability to raise EVERYONE'S energy
instantly. (So there is no waiting. We can't afford to wait with Klaus
breathing down our necks.)

Any solution that can't pass those two tests is doomed to fail.

Kelley
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2 hours ago
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This is such a transparent farce. The most expensive treatment has been the
ONLY respected treatment since the beginning, with all other
treatments labeled "conspiracy theories" despite having dozens of studies
that entirely prove them effective.

They started by marking the most expensive treatment, ventilator
treatments, as the featured treatment. And of course they want annual
injections of quack medicine vaxxocide as their next best option since they
couldn't get away with the ventilators for any longer.

Despite every actual real pandemic lasting one or two years, EVERY SINGLE
PERSON who understands the obvious charade knows that this will last for
as long as gullible retards in public keep shoveling in the snake oil.

tangent
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The author makes an interesting piece here but he's overthinking things way
too much.  

He's being overly polite to the covidian cult by saying you are simply
challenging their "reality."  No......some people are just out of their friggin'
minds.  

And I love the use of the word capitalism in this piece.  I find very little of
capitalism in the enormous amount of health care fraud being done to the
world by the rona pandemic.  I do see socialism, however. 

To me it's pretty simple.  People got behind the lockdowns and the free
money and the covid nonsense because depression and over-medicating
people has become so commonplace now that people are actually happier
in a covid prison because they were having a much harder time functioning
normally in "this world" vs regular, free society.

kizell
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5 hours ago
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“not “insanity” or “an overreaction,”

I vehemently disagree. This new cult is unquestionably out of their
minds. 

Pat Añjali
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3 hours ago
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"We can tell who you are by your mandatory face diaper or facial hijab.
Obedience is the only option for you. Non compliance will mean that
you will be getting heavily fined and jailed if you do not obey. The
camps aren't ready yet but they're coming"

Herdee
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Watched a man (masked and probably in his late 50's/early 60's?) get into it
with a woman (unmasked and mid 40s?) in my neighborhood Kroger last
night.  I could not hear the entire exchange, but it got pretty testy...with the
woman yelling and chasing after the man as he exited the store.  It was
disheartening to say the least.  Instinctively, I was rooting for the woman,
because I DO NOT believe masks are making any difference.  I am sure
others in the store were on my side, but the vast majority were probably on
the man's side.  I say this because, approximately 3/4 of the store was
masked.  Anyway, as I checked out and exited the store, I passed by the
man as he was loading his groceries....I said nothing but did observe some
things:  a) he was a big guy; both tall (6'2") and heavy set (280-
300lbs) Easily needed to lose 75 or 80 lbs.  b) his vehicle had a handi-
capped license plate on it.  Who knows what that would imply, but were
there additional co-morbidities going on here?  c) his mask was like
many....cheap, poorly fitted and who knows how many times he had already
worn it.  d) I would have liked to have seen what groceries he was loading
into his vehicle.  Processed foods?  Boxes of Ho-Ho's?  Liters of Coke? 
Who knows....

My point is:  The man is behaving exactly the way Fauci, our government
and the MSM have conditioned him to behave.  He can no longer think
objectively about how he can improve his own odds of surviving, not just
Covid but many types of illnesses, by changing his own lifestyle. 
Instead....he picks fights with people that are reading the science that does
not come from Tik-Tok, Twitter, FaceBook, CNN and MSNBC.  None of this
ends well for any of us.  

Cautiously Pessimistic
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I am sure he purchase some Diet Coca Cola - lol.

Gekko Jr
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He'll die on a ventilator so the hospital can milk the feds of tax payer
dollars. Fat pigs are the top candidates for the current disease.

Herdee
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7 hours ago
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When most of the stupid and helpless die then the gloves come off.  

TrippyCat
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9 hours ago
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Everything is riding on the CDC and the FDA, it doesn't matter what Elon
musk does, it doesn't matter what the new science fiction breakthrough is, if
we don't stop the FDA now, the CDC will be coming for your guns, and the
FDA will be coming for your kids. The state should be seeking full autonomy,
from  these agencies, even if they have to make their own drugs in their own
States

 

JCrist
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We are at war with the alliance of stupid, afraid and power hungry.

rizzo
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"When people are forced to remain silent when they are being told the most
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3 1 Reply"

"When people are forced to remain silent when they are being told the most
obvious lies, or even worse when they are forced to repeat the lies
themselves, they lose once and for all their sense of probity. To assent to
obvious lies is in some small way to become evil oneself. One's standing to
resist anything is thus eroded, and even destroyed. A society of
emasculated liars is easy to control."

Anthony Daniels, British prison doctor, psychiatrist & author.
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Is it teh covidian cult or the covidian cull? :) I hope its the former! 

NIRP-BTFD
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At some point the effects of the mRNA drugs will become apparent to
everyone and maybe the jabbed will refuse boosters in large numbers.

People are still being terrorized with numbers generated by the pcr test.
 The use of which should be stopped immediately.  

MrBoompi
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5 hours ago
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Want this to end?  Again I ask if anyone has seen the stat for reinfection and
hospitalization of the naturally immune.  I bet it is near zero with no side
effects.  This is the vast herd of humans that have pulled the mask off over
the last 18 months as soon as they left a police state island of retail, went
about their lives al well as could be in a scamdemic.  

Louie3rd
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I am a covid survivor with natural immunity.  I have many family
members that are same status.  about 15 total.  Zero re-infections and
zero long term complications.  It is extremely difficult to get data on
survivor re-infections.  Please share if you find it.  

Jean Moulin
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History is written by the winners, in this case, data is collected by
the pro-vacc'ers, good luck .......

You can't find what you're not looking for, natural immunity doesn't
fit their paradigm, if it was really the nation's health they were
worried about, it would.

Occams_Razor_Trader
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3 hours ago
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They deliberately suppress or don't report anything on natural
immunity. They've created an atmosphere of fear to try and control
the situation. 

zerofucks
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6 hours ago
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How many variants do you think it will take for the covidiots to wake up?

diana_in_spain
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Can one count the sands on the shore or the stars in the sky?

JacqueOss51
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666.

Gekko Jr
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Never.

They are too invested in it; things have gone too far. Just like the
absurd 'Russian Collusion' story.

The Competent Man
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Corporate America would never allow a ‘healthy food mandate’ like they
have ‘mask mandates’ – junk food is far too profitable

https://www.rt.com/op-ed/533922-fast-food-mandate-america-obesity/

'Tis odd the CDC and Fauci don;t mandate a healthy life style choice. They
only push vaxxines and masks, 24/7.

CheapBastard
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7 hours ago
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Most if not all modern disease can be attributed to a poisoned food
supply... let’s not look for causality when we can get the sheeple on
lucrative drugs that do not cure anything.

TrippyCat
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Yes, it stares everyone in the face yet is never talked about or dealt
with. 

squib
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The right to eat terrible food and drink shall not be infringed.

Gekko Jr
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High fructose corn syrup. It’s what’s for breakfast. ( lunch and
dinner)

NoPension
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 (Edited)
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This is an oxymoron, the FREE exchange of goods and services can NEVER
be totalitarian. There is no capitalism in the world today. Maybe the author
needs a new vocabulary word to describe what he's trying to say.

HenryDavidThoreau

 It is global-capitalist totalitarianism
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  There never ever ever ever was "Free exchange of goods"  This is a
pop fiction dream of things that are not there.  Goods are produced by
humans for humans, and each expect a pay for it.

N2M
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📌📌📌

NUREMBERG TRIALS 2.0 stops this NONsense.

📌📌

'CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY' are the charges.

📌

Perp walks, or Perps for the high jump. what is the best solution for
these 

🐍🐍

TYRANTS

🐍

?

 

The Nuremberg Code 1947       Permissible Medical Experiments

The great weight of the evidence before us to effect that certain types of
medical experiments on human beings, when kept within reasonably well-
defined bounds, conform to the ethics of the medical profession generally.
The protagonists of the practice of human experimentation justify their
views on the basis that such experiments yield results for the good of
society that are unprocurable by other methods or means of study. All
agree, however, that certain basic principles must be observed in order to
satisfy moral, ethical and legal concepts:

1.     The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely
essential. This means that the person involved should have legal
capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to
exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element
of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of
constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge and
comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to
enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This
latter element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision
by the experimental subject there should be made known to him the
nature, duration, and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by
which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards reasonably to
be expected; and the effects upon his health or person which may possibly
come from his participation in the experiment.

2.     The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent
rests upon each individual who initiates, directs, or engages in the
experiment. It is a personal duty and responsibility which may not be
delegated to another with impunity.

3.     The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good
of society, unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not
random and unnecessary in nature.

4.     The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of
animal experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the
disease or other problem under study that the anticipated results justify the
performance of the experiment.

5.     The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary
physical and mental suffering and injury.

6.     No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason
to believe that death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those
experiments where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects.

7.     The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by
the humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the
experiment.

8.     Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided
to protect the experimental subject against even remote possibilities of
injury, disability or death.

9.     The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified
persons. The highest degree of skill and care should be required through all
stages of the experiment of those who conduct or engage in the
experiment.

10. During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at
liberty to bring the experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or
mental state where continuation of the experiment seems to him to be
impossible.

11. During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be
prepared to terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable
cause to believe, in the exercise of the good faith, superior skill and careful
judgment required of him, that a continuation of the experiment is likely to
result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.

               
                                                                                                                        _
JOHNLGALT.

🦘

.

JOHNLGALT.
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OK, this might be a fun thing to do:

Everyone who has GMail start putting "Ivermectin" and
"Hydroxychloroquine" or "HCQ" for short in the subject, body, or in the little
thing at the end of their E-Mails ....

Doctor TimE.
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Or even create a gmail address along the lines of:

                ivermectin .best .treatment .for .covid@gmail .com

               governments .lying .about .covid@gmail .com

Or many others which send a message.

smacker
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I just added all 3 to the "signature text" for my GMail E-Mails.  This
might be the impetus I need to move completely to Proton Mail.  Of
course I will have to pay a bit ... but, like they say, if it's free, you are
the product!  On the other-other hand, Substack is free, and so is
ZeroHedge ... and I like FREE !  And I publish on Substack and I like
ZH.

Doctor TimE.
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I use Proton Mail on my smartphone and it's free of charge but with
a few limitations.

smacker
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What does God have to say about the entire world going bonkers? I think
that's at the end of the book.

joego1
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the 'end of the book' doesn't include what's going to actually happen.
Creation itself is being turned upside-down on every level, and soon it
will be quite vigorously shaken to dislodge the garbage that's still
clinging to their own destructive self-importance

The 3rd Dimentia
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I'm a Pfizer boy. I've had my first two shots, and I'll probably get my third
shot when the time is right. I'm old and fat, and I want the protection. So
sue me, you mother-fruiters.

dirty sam
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Zero Fs given. 

🖕

LasVegasLongLeggs
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I'll send flowers to your funeral.

Anne_of_Green_Gables
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Enjoy your spike proteins.

joego1
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Nobody has ever given a flying eFF if you want to subject yourself to a
lab experiment. Just don't expect us to join you.

Utopia Planitia
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You remind me of a "friend" of mine, 375 lbs and drinking and
eating himself to death but he's only worried about getting Covid.
Yeah, and he's been double vaxxed with the Phizer ...

Poor bastard watches CNN and NBC like 24/7/365 and thinks he's
informed. If stupidity itself could kill he would be already dead a
100 times.

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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Good for you! It's your good right to get the medical treatment you
desire! There is no black and white in this matter. While the long term
side effects might not be known as of now, it is well possible that there
aren't many.

But I hope you can agree that politician pushing all kinds of novel
treatments onto people is a serious long term problem.

 

smilexiping
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I couldn't care less what you do.  Just don't spit at me for not wearing
a face diaper, for filing my healthy lungs with fresh air and for refusing a
micro chipped synthetic behavior experiment injected into my left arm.

Secession
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Why would anyone want to sue you?  You're perfect.

desertboy
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I hear that it will make you glow under an airport scanner. Is that true?
Enjoy your blood clots and reduced immunity this winter.

FreedomWriter
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Zeroes are convinced Covid is an excuse for government to control
them.

Of course, Zeroes are also convinced the moon landing didn’t happen,
9/11 wasn’t perpetrated by Osama bin Laden’s men, etc.

:-)

dc bouncer
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Yes.

hugin-o-munin
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Honk, honk 

🤡

LasVegasLongLeggs
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They found Osamas passport and his favorite crack pipe in the WTC7
ruins. Can't deny the facts.

smilexiping
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Strawman argument.  Lumping the items above together is false
equivalency.

hoos bin pharteen
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I am all for masking and distancing where it makes sense but it's really
getting Orwellian now with what is happening in Australia. Australians did
very well by following mandates hence one of the lowest cases in the world.
Same with NZ

The Shedda of Spikas
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Solartard alert ^^^^

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Yes, just curl up in the fetal position and you won't catch the crud.

joego1
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dont stare at the beam

I am all for masking and distancing where it makes sense but
it's really getting Orwellian now with what is happening in
Australia.
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Everything about it is Orwellian even the mask wearing. Maybe you are
becoming aware?
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Masking and distancing never makes sense among asymptomatic
people. 

kathaleend
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Führerprinzip - Wikipedia

I Write Code
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It's not difficult to conclude that what's happening today is actually a
21st century equivalent of Fascism which has many parallels to
Germany & Italy 1930s. One big difference today is that it's not got a
military angle to it because it is global, not nationalistic, so most
countries support it. Whereas 1930s Fascism was very much driven by
nationalistic political idealogy, today's Fascism is driven by the
imposition of global medical FEAR.

That was very clever of those who engineered this global takeover.

smacker
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even when you are right , liberals refuse to accept the truth

John Snow and the Broad Street Pump:  

British doctor John Snow couldn't convince other doctors and scientists
that cholera, a deadly disease, was spread when people drank
contaminated water  

even with proof 

 

left blank
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remember.

there is no vaccine

 only dna altering gene therapy
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I was under the impression that one or more vaccines available
actually are something other than MNRA vaccines?

tangent
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vac·cine

/vakˈsēn/

noun

1. a substance used to stimulate the production of antibodies
and provide immunity against one or several diseases,  without
inducing the disease.
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i still cannot for the life of me understand how it can be called
"therapy".

it is the injection of cyto-toxins that do not "suppress symptoms", the
injection induces stupefaction of dna

hooligan2009
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where is the "white knight" multi-millionaire/billionaire who is the antithesis
of gates/soros/fauci (all five letter names you notice?) who will donate
ivermectin or HCQ+AzM+Zn and vitamins to anyone that wants them?

sure as hell won't be a federal or state government bent on the
"redistribution of health", rather than wealth.

where is the "gohealthme" account for all victims of the CDC/FDA and
WHO, rather than gofundme for the 8.8 million "active cases" in the US? the
CDC would see these people suffer and DIE in pain, rather than treat them?

where are the "ivermectin banks" rather than food banks?

how about live music and sports events that hands out free entry if the fan
takes an ivermectin course?

same with restaurants - free drink if you take a treatment kit?

the way to work round these murderers and maimers is to remove their
weapons - in this case, remove the need for cyto-toxic injections.

then advertize to those that have joined the "ivermectin bandwagon" -
everyone is safe because ivermectin is a prophylactic and a cure

ivermectin only events!

screw the CDC/FDA and all the kakistocracies and their quacks.

 

hooligan2009
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non compliance in mass

vs

democide 
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First, I'm about to start wearing a mask when needing to go out amongst
the vaxers who are constantly shedding the virus. The roles are reversed
now, it is us non-vaxers who are in danger by the idiot vaccinated sheeple,
and no, you can't change their minds, too much propaganda/programming
thru the decades of our ponerological state.. the perversion of the norms is
complete... endgame approaches... as is Mother Nature's arrival within the
next few years to 'clean house'. Most of the herd is either PreAdamic
beginners r Adamics not yet awakened, so the majority, thus the reason for
this ease in culling the herd. To change things means to eliminate the
system and the puppet show, which is what the PTB are doing anyway.

Secondly, this is final exams time... how many Adamics are ready for
graduation? There is a method to this apparent madness... keep your eyes
on the prize, don't let them distract you.

gdpetti
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I almost think the guy who wrote this was a communist, he clearly doesn't
understand the word capitalism (free markets) the opposition to what we
have now global fascists/fascism: a capitalist economy subject to stringent
governmental controls. Also conflict is what the bad guys are using dividing
people against each other so they get stuck in the two party paradigm or
opposing ideas so firmly they refuse to question. The best way to reach a
covidian is to be as vague on your beliefs as possible and to question the
official narrative with two sides and openly debate as if discussing it with
yourself, while pretending to be as clueless offering some facts from a
mainstream palatable scientific source peer reviewed or mainstream media
source you know your opponent might like. Then cookie crumb trail doubts
and such in their mind whenever you are around them until they feel so
annoyed by the official narrative they start to turn on it. 

Psalm 14-1
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Or they will turn on you

zerofucks
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The U.S. Intelligence Agencies classify evangelical christians as
subversives and a terrorist threat to the federal government just like
middle east terrorist groups like ISIS.

Herdee
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capitalism is not 'free markets'

 

note the use of of two different words/terms

all the -isms are political control of 'free markets', varying only in
degree

alone in the crowd
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It's odd that 'Policy for a New American Century' stated that we needed a
'polarizing' event like 'A Pearl Harbor' to get the American public to want
stability (war) in the Middle East and a year later 9-11. Odd Coincidence?

 We've been told by multiple 'crazy conspiracy theorists' that the powers
that be want and are working toward totalitarian control, then oddly, a
predicted by Fauci during Obama's presidency, pandemic occurs, that gives
TPTB the vehicles to do just that. Odd Coinciddnce?

 

Sometimes the coincidences are often and complete enough to make you
wonder if they really are 'coincidences '!

Occams_Razor_Trader
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Event 201 was no simulation.

CondZero
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Notable is that this is NOT a true, socially-disruptively-deadly
pandemic.  This is a slightly-more-dangerous COMMON COLD, which
they have blown up into a "deadly threat" via propaganda.  That
suggests that they had chosen "pandemic" as their threat-of-choice to
use for imposing dictatorship, and merely used whatever came along
as the enabling microbe.

 

Faeriedust
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You have no right to have 'rights'

Chipper609
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Who is this 'God' anyways?

ipso_facto
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The world has been in a world wide cult before covid came along. It is called
humanism.

PerilouseTimes
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Within the cult you call humanism there are lots of other cults which
are often polarised.

"CovID Cultism" is one of the latest to be created and is global and
based upon spreading FEAR.

smacker
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Stop with the "globo-capitalism". totalitarianism that allows for private
property rights already has a name. It's called fascism. Accepting the BS
wikipedia definition of fascism that tries to make it synonymous with
nationalism or patriotism only helps their cause, as does using the term
globo-capitalism. Schwab and company often refer to their fantasy takeover
as a form of communism, but you can be sure they don't plan to surrender
their wealth.

Sparehead
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DSIC like The Big Guy TM and most everyone in CONgress as well as
idiocracy have not looked at reality, data, science, and research since this
issue started.  You present it all in their face and they spout out crap like
'Well if we get 38 jabs can we stop wearing 17 masks?'

Gekko Jr
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Ever heard the saying, "Millionaires don't use Astrology but Billionaires do.
(?)" 

Stand back, way back,....and see the bigger picture. 

Each epoch (2780 years) has a unique vibration. We've just left Pisces, a
water sign, who's symbol is the fish, ie schooling...

Aquarius, on the other hand, is an air sign, who's symbol is the water bearer,
ie, thought, knowledge, and prosperity. 

However the Earth realm is still 'filled the brim' with people who grew up in
Pisces. 

Therefore it is inevitable, that there must be a battle between the forces of
the old vibration, and that of the new vibration, where the old guard is
defeated....

Nothing Can Stop What is Coming. Nothing! 

The Ordinal Numbers
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Downvotes bc people believe tv/media/authorities to be their
god/religion.

They do not look up and read what the skyclock has been telling them
anymore.

Nice post

squib
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The quest of the author to rehabilitate the sheep is like trying outdo thunder
with a fart. I have yet to fined any sheep that can type or drive a car. If
anyone here can teach the sheep the above skills, you will soon become
very rich exhibiting them. The "Karens" are sheep disguised as humans and
no amount training will change them into real humans. Forget it, your'e
SCREWED !!

deadcat2
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Colombian designers prepare cardboard hospital beds that double as
coffins.https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/27/colombia-
coronavirus-cardboard-hospital-beds-coffins

 

The human body is 60% water. Upon death, the body starts to lose
containment.
"Oh brother, where art thou?" The "Soggy Bottom Boys" may have
something to say about that.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDDEqgmGIVg

shining one
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I said a long time ago, if we gave political elites an enema before they
died, we could bury them in a matchbox.

smacker
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All last year I watched doctors who were having incredible success treating
the sick, being removed and their licenses stripped. 

This year after the debacle in Afghanistan our government were flying
military aged Taliban men to our country. According to CIA CNN, they are
going to team up with right wingers her in the states.

Then a hurricane. 

If all it takes is another Black swan event to erase what this government did
to those doctors, then it's over. It doesn't get any worse than a medical
dictatorship that creates pandemics with a mass murdering FDA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JCrist
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Hi CJ,

always enjoy your writing.  

I also feel that the global capitalists are, once again as imperators always
do, biting off more than they can chew. 
It's a big planet with a lot of people on it, and most of those people are
ordinary people who do not share a love of slavery and just want what's
best for them and their kids. 

the globalist media machine is busy creating a huge bubble of reality for the
cult, and blowing it bigger, but eventually it will pop under the weight of
massive resistance. 

We have got to somehow get people out of the "terror" mode, though. 
Everything printed in the media is about fear, terror, horror... all the
adjectives that make it plain that what we are reading is not objective but
highly slanted. 

How is it that our standard reaction to everything is becoming FEAR?
 

The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.

~FDR

 

Mister E
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Read "State of Fear" - fascinating.

Going Loco
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Living in fear wastes all of a person's life force.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy
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Wow. Precisely what I’ve experienced. Glazed-over eyes and that look that
tells me they think I’m a conspiracy nut.

Not Vaxxed

Anyone who has tried to get through to them can confirm the
accuracy of that analogy. You can show them the facts until you’re
blue in the face. It will not make the slightest difference.
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They call it the flouride gaze. I call it the MSM gaze.

Wingit
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cults can last decades - like communism, latterly chinese socialism - or

hooligan2009
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2 5 Reply"

cults can last decades - like communism, latterly chinese socialism - or
generations, like religions.

the branch covidian cult resembles the more recent chinese socialism than
any other. chinese socialism also answers the question "cui bono?".

intentional or not, as "the west" descends into moral, economic and
financial bankruptcy via the unaffordable welfare state of "vieux socialism",
the chinese are creating modern super cities that have already lifted half a
billion people out of abject poverty whilst lifting educational and
technological standards way ahead of the west, which squanders money on
virtue signalling about "the climate", insect baaed food and breeding stray
dogs to feed on kobe steak.

migrant flows of a hundred million into europe and the US of the odd 100
million or so over the last 20 years are not replicated in china - it takes a
handful from long standing east african nations it has traded with, the EU
and USA on the other hand, cannot see that 100 million represents at most
5% of the "demand" of a further 2 billion economic migrants seeking cradle
to grave welfare, that makes their own poor, even more abject.

the west will undoubtedly turn and is turning to the only political system that
has solved poverty in the last 50 years - chinese socialism and its core
philosophy of produce for any market at any price, regardless of
accountability or profit (there are far fewer accountants in china than there
should be).

perhaps india has a viable alternative, for lifting people out of the poverty
the west is sliding into via perpetual deficits and debt, monetized by co-
dependent and compliant central banks.

anyway, the branch covidian cult serves china's take-over as the leading
global super power economically, morally and culturally. the west is busy
dumbing itself down with ludicrous ideas like quota, not quality, driven
diversity, LBGTQ++, blm, antifa, crt, green new deals, "maffs is rayciss",
steal what you like up to a thousand bucks, release all violent offenders and
remove guns from everyone else, open borders, regulatory capture by the
cartels in banking, health and the internet - rackets each.

the branch covidian cult needs masks, PPE, packaging supplied by china -
a trillion masks so far for example (an average 4 billion people, changing
masks three a week for the last 80 weeks = 960 billion - play around with the
numbers - and that is likely to be annual. same goes for test kits and clot
shots). call it 10 cents to make and package and then sell for 2 bucks a pop.
who makes the PPE and surface/hand cleaning fluids?

chinese totalitarianism converges with the branch davidian cult and is best
placed to rescue the failed western system of tax and spend which has
morphed into tax, BORROW and spend with no intention of repaying
anything to anyone, ever - aka stealing by governments that are now
kakistocracies since they cannot attract or retain anyone with any quality -
quality is far too much like hard work - look at how hostile the FSA and
libtards were during trumps presidency that rewarded effort by getting
government out of the way. 
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Capital letters were invented for a reason.

Apart from that, I question whether you are endorsing 'chinese
socialism and its core philosophy of produce for any market at any
price, regardless of accountability or profit'.

If you follow that to its logical extreme money loses all value (people
eventually just don't trust it) which leaves only physical coercion as a
means of directing your population's actions.

Or, as in Weimar, you have to replace the old, failed money with a new
currency which works as money should, but leads to depression and
eventually the rise of a dictator, and back to square one.

It does seem to be very difficult to create an enduring system which
has the capacity to fulfil the dream of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. 

[As an aside, the CCP system is not socialism, it's centrally-controlled
capitalism which is morphing into fascism as defined by Mussolini.]

 

Going Loco
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capitals are overrated

liberty2day
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by your own standards "chinese" should be capitalized.

i do not support ANY form of centralized government beyond what
is contained in the US constitution and most of the amendments.

libtard demonRat socialist welfare states are a guaranteed road to
poverty, disease and ignorance. chinese socialism is clearly better
because it has, at least, corrected the ignorance and cruelty of Mao
and has adopted technologies and infrastructure development that
the west has not, because libtard socialist western governments
prefer welfare to progress.

the "worth" of any government is the harnessing and identification
of quality, merit, open mindedness and respect for others for as long
as that is reciprocated.

at the current time, the chinese political, education and economic
systems are ahead of the west, in volume and value terms. their
health and hygiene systems - not so much. the new flu is not the
first to originate in china.

the issue is "will the west revert to the creation of quality that
peaked in the 1960's and pivot away from cradle to grave welfare,
or will the chinese socialist model become "de rigeur" across the
globe as its only alternative?"

 

 

hooligan2009
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total recall

the next election fraud scam

 

will be the gavin newsom has won re-election & magically  avoided a recall 
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You cannot close accounts anymore console serfs. In case you thought that
was an option. It aint. 

American Dissident
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But we can open our own separate accounts!

dont stare at the beam
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Enjoy every sandwich  .

joego1
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Blah blah blah, when does the treenof liberty get refreshed?

 

Boondocker
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A good read thank you.

All thats happening is that Corporations are merging with the Natural Man.

This is aka "the Matrix" aka the "World"aka "Babylon"

Its how men think that make reality.

You have just as much freedom to choose your experience. Sometimes that
means ignoring death. Change your Mind.

Once you realize They re "reality" isnt appealing...you choose to leave it.

.

 

Scornd
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COVID-19 vaccines for healthy children aged between 12 and 15 are not
being recommended, following days of increasing pressure on the
government’s vaccinations watchdog to approve the idea.

 

https://principia-scientific.com/jcvi-covid-vaccines-not-recommended-for-
12-15-year-olds/

19331510
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Yes but the UK .gov is going ahead regardless.

So much for Blusterboy.Boris Johnson's claim that he and his
government follow the science.

smacker
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“Semmelweis effect” is a metaphor for the liberal tendency ...

 The Semmelweis reflex or “Semmelweis effect” is a metaphor for
the  tendency of liberals to reject evidence or knowledge because
it ...contradicts what has been told to them on  the tell-lie-vision
news or by govt... 
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I know someone who is exactly like that. They automatically accept
whatever they're told by TV News (which is an echo chamber for .gov)
and will only disregard it if irrefutable evidence is produced to disprove
it. And even that can be a difficult task for the bringer of truth.

I think Semmelweis Effect can also go by the term "cognitive
dissonance".

smacker
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weaponization of Democrats

they want to destroy the California economy, make life a living hell for the
“unvaccinated”

 

not  taxinated  enough 
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ashli babbit could not be reached for comment 
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The Trump Cult.

Mary Trump unloads on 'ignorant' uncle Donald: 'He thinks he deserves all
the power in the world'

"He is a fascist," she bluntly stated. "But he probably doesn't know what
fascist means."

"He thinks he deserves all the power in the world just because of who he
is," she continued. "In his mind, he's always at the center of the universe
and thinks he should be deferred to even though he's ignorant, the weakest,
and the least intellectually curious person I've ever met."

The psychologist also noted that her uncle can be easily be manipulated
with flattery, telling Business Insider, "He is so needy. He raises anybody
who puts him on a pedestal -- no matter how bad they are."

 

davydave
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that all you got?

you been waiting five years to post that?

for every libtard criticizing trump, there are 1,000 ordinary folk that say
the complete opposite

"could do better" - now back to school with you

hooligan2009
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That'll teach him for not buying her a new Tesla, and new Estate on
Martha's Vinyard.

gcjohns1971
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Yes Jen and what you have is Trump derangement syndrome.

19331510
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Hard to make the true believers change their collectivist minds.

Aquamaster
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COVID 19 - Weaponized by the left to advance their control and power over
the masses.

CampariRules
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Anyway, this fall/ winter most people will get sick to some degree and muh
lockdowns and punishments will continue.

Gekko Jr
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When the truth is found to be lies……..

And all the joy within you dies………..

then what?

Smokeyjake
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beer

hooligan2009
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Then you find that tiny flame still burning deep in your heart, and you
breathe upon it until it is hot enough to warm your cold hands.  And
you hold that flame inside of you and say silently I REMAIN.  I
ENDURE.  I AM.

Next you find a safe spot and a small stack of sticks, and you light a
fire on the Earth.  And you watch that fire, and compare it to the one in
your heart, until your heart is glowing like hot coals.  And you say
silently I am HERE.  AND I WILL PREVAIL.  Earth and Spirit are one in
ME.

And when the outer fire dies, you keep a piece of it inside of yourself. 
You are a Power on the Earth.  And you DO have the ability to make
some changes.  There is a Truth and a Joy that can't be taken away
from you.  

Faeriedust
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capitalism, lol. that's where I stopped reading. author is a clueless moron.

why even write such garbage if you're just going to redefine words to mean
what you want?

HillaryOdor
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Considering the number of the jabbed

Probably just wait for a less populated 

environment

Wodan 1785 USA
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The system cannot survive with the population hiding in their homes.  The
closer they come to absolute control the sooner the system crashes. 

Cloud9.5
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Exactly.  Their efforts to control the system (to protect the Banks, BTW)
are destroying the system.  They are far more dependent on it than we
are.  Hold out, hold on, build your reserves where you can, prepare. 
The Powers That Be are committing suicide.

Faeriedust
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As Americans profess to the world how they love their freedom they
often seem ready to cast it away for the greater good or the promise
that surveillance and more government control will make them safer
when all is said and done. Sadly, under a, "it's not us it's them" mindset
they do not see themselves as surrendering power to the state because they
are so focused on allowing the state to control those with opposing views.
A huge majority of both liberals and conservatives have "drank the kool-aid"
and allowed themselves to be swept along and convinced that having big-
brother watching over them is beneficial. The digital age has made it far
easier for government to seize our computers and records to shape a case
against anyone by massaging the data as they see fit.
The reason we hear so little criticism of these actions from our government
may be that we are next in line to have our freedom culled. More about
how governments across the world are taking huge steps to control us
and meeting little resistance in the article below. 
https://Liberals And Conservatives Both Buy Into Orwellian Trend.html

Let it Go
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TPTB know that freedom is just a meme. Our fore fathers fought and
died for it. 

The current crop of citizens are easily conditioned to give away for
material and mental comfort.

Occams_Razor_Trader
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I think we’re just going to need moar Taliban.

White Domestic Tourist
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Thanks CJ..

The problem, as objectively observed, and as exacerbated, is due to the
dissonance engendered in the western elite that incredibly, despite their
self-deception, they haven't achieved civilization yet as a cultural
collective..

Now, you have Teutonic civilization, you have Italian civilization, you even
have Saxon and Nordic civilizations but no western civilization, as
permutated by those who desired to create one after the exhaustion of the
Roman "civilization" which btw is an offshoot of Greek civilization, itself, a
sibling of Egyptian civilization, itself a progeny of Sumerian civilization, itself
a resurrection in part, of Adamic Civilization, the Progenitor of ALL
Civilizations, be they Asian, American, African, or Eurasian..

But there's no "western" civilization and why?

Because CJ, as the ancients aver odò tó bá gbàgbé orísun ẹ yíò gbẹ

Scipio Africanuz
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Because CJ, as the ancients aver odò tó bá gbàgbé orísun ẹ yíò gbẹ
pátápátá..

Meaning that self-denying one's source, guarantees withering and why?

Because amnesia or put differently, self-deception engendered amnesia
guarantees cessation of refreshments from source, just as happens with
rivers cut off from their source of water..

Having posited that, and seeing we're still in the season of the virgin, and
thus, the last tour of the old paradigm after which rest for recuperation
begins, we'll gift yourself, in gratitude for your untiring efforts to illumine
folks, an exploration into civilization..

For you CJ, we'll segment the exploration into 7 parts, and we'll begin at
the beginning of the new era after the flood of cleansing with Nóà Humble..

To preload the exploration, we'll begin with exploration into the Triple 'P'
thusly..

Pastoral - Sherperd..

Princeling - Lightning Rod..

Priesthood - Advocate..

That way, we all can obtain some illumination into what existed as
Civilization before the flood of cleansing..

You see my friends, civilization has zero to do with skin color, "race",
"education", or "technology" but with cogent understanding of, and
alignment with Reality as experienced internally when one is
harmonized in be(ing) and as observed externally when one is objective
in observation..

For instance, external observation suggests objectively that the planets
revolve around the Sun and thus, the Sun is the center of gravity of the
solar system, but not too long ago, the Catholic Church persecuted some
folks for asserting such and yet, thousands of years before the church, folks
already knew this which suggests then, that to be civilized, is to be reality
acknowledging and why?

Because such acknowledgement demonstrates that one is capable of
learning retention..

Now, we did say we'll explore the Triple 'P' but without providing
background context, it'd be difficult to cogently join the exploration so
then, consider this commentary itself, as preloading or preparations for
exploring the Triple 'P', itself a preparation for the 7 segments of
exploration into civilization cogently..

So, back to the observation that the "western" collective lacks
"civilization", we'll need only explore the past half century which is a
micro-fractal of the past half millennia..

What we've observed, in the past 50 years, is that the western collective,
due to lack of a collective civilization, is learning incapable..

Now, we expect some ignorant bloviations about how great and best the
west is, but as averred above, only fools will claim "fruits" are superior to
their "branches" talk less the trunk of their trees or even the roots..

So then, what you're observing in the western societies, is the dissonance
of cognition that arises from shattered illusions about reality or more
accurately, that the west is not exceptional as claimed, but still infants
civilizationally and thus, the crumbling of delusions..

For instance, Jefferson, Franklin, Washington, Madison, and John Quincy
did NOT come from Europe, they were born in America or put differently,
they were spiritual seeds sowed into American soil and while they may
have been Caucasians epidermally, they were "natives" philosophically but
due to the "reality" that Caucasians were the controlling entities of the era,
they were born as such, that their mission may face little resistance..

Franklin guided, Jefferson quilled, Washington fought, Madison codified,
and John Quincy admonitioned but their philosophy was anchored on
ancient civilization that existed long before Rome, Greece, or even Egypt..

Put differently, they were the advance guides of the modern era back to the
Adamic Civilization but just like in any long distance journey, there'll be
way markers and thus, you ought now understand a bit more, why E
Pluribus Unum is the necessary vehicle back to Ìdùnnú (joy), which
destination is arrived at only via Harmonious Unity, be it individual or
societal, meaning that individuals require self-harmonization same as
societies..

We'll continue later..

And with that, here's the Commanding Comforter..

Cheers...

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=chNd29g3ajg
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This is where I stopped reading. You can learn a lot reading but you can't
learn anything from fucked up people. If you can't properly define the words
"reality" and "capitalism" maybe what you think doesn't matter.

HenryDavidThoreau

There is reality (whatever you believe it is), and there is “reality,”
which dictates how our societies function.
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You read the whole damn thing. Then it got you thinking. I’m one of
them.  It hurts, doesn’t it?

NoPension
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 “global totalitarian ideological movement.”

In the west it is America imposing a lock down of its empire, as it falls apart,
but what is confusing you is that the Chinese also find tyranny attractive.
This makes it look like a world wide movement, it is not. 

If China and the US do that same thing, therefore you conclude they are
ruled by the same forces. Not necessarily true at all. 

Gott
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garbage, rich bankers at the top rule over both

liberty2day
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You don't know much about geopolitics do you. It is annoying that
so many people think they can have an opinion on it after listening
to Alex Jones for a couple of months. 

Gott
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And then there is the BS you read on ZeroHedge.

SkiDoo4866
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Some good, some bad, some great writing here. You've got to put
some real in the with the 'fools gold'. 

Gott
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A waste of five minutes.  What is this a new series?  Stay tuned until the
next episode when the author faces the monster.

bustdriver
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Hey Tyler..remember last year when you were posting all those Great Game
India articles...?

Yeh..yeh，you do...you cuck...!

Now GFY...!

 

Captain Carrot
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Trumpy's 20 cent troll army are downvoting ....!

Bwahahaha....!

Clowns...!

GFY

 

 

Captain Carrot
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What you get 20 cents? I do it for free. But then again, I was never a
cult member.

FreedomWriter
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Old Chinese proverb say; "Be careful what you wish for as you may get it."

By acting in the bizarre, infantile way in which many of you have, you have
already discredited yourselves in the eyes of the 'average Joe' and rendered
any valid arguments you may propose against state overreach, vaccine
passports, ect, irrelevant.  Going further down the rabbit hole by burning
test centres, storming buildings, and attempting to intimidate people from
getting vaxxed (whatever happened to 'my body - my choice'?) will only
provide more justification to those seeking to make the most from a
convenient crisis. 

Dogspurt
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Storming buildings and burning test centers? 

😂

  The only violence
going on is by the hands of government enforcers.

Not Vaxxed
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The Eggspurt bot (or whatever it is) is having an Austin Powers "fem-
bot" breakdown.    

desertboy
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I disagree, we definitely need to burn down vaccine centers, lots of
them. Then we need to burn down pharmafia headquarters. Eventually,
they will get the message. Don't forget Billy's house.

FreedomWriter
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you love to accuse others of what you leftists are actually doing. 
alinsky 101

liberty2day
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This is nice, but go find yourself an analytic philosopher or a social scientist
for some vocabulary and literature on the topic, terms like "consensus
reality", even "narrative", "normative", and "intersubjective".

Also "hypocrite", "liar", "con man", and "sociopath".

And "Soros".

I Write Code
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Reality and "reality".  All you have to look at the span of the universe of
discourse.  Reality spans all known space and time.  Encompasses all
matter and energy and contains all flows of energy.

Subjectively defined "reality" can encompass and span whatever local area
of the larger Reality you choose.  This local "reality" does not have to
follow the laws of thermodynamics because it is not self contained. 
Probably fueled by taxes on the Reality outside of your chosen "reality"
domain.

Think of eddy currents in a stream.  They look self contained but are fueled
by the current force of the larger river.  If the stream slows, the eddies
disippear.

hongdo
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Even the "New Normal's" will see the error in their ways when food, water
and money starts getting scarce. Until then, more theater as each turn of the
screw gets tighter.

myopinion
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Men and lemmings

 

Lemmings are small rodents, about 15 centimeters long, that live in the
tundras of northern Europe and Asia. This species has the particularity of
suddenly undertaking collective migrations for no apparent reason that end
with a mass suicide in the waters of the sea. The enigma that this behavior
has posed to zoologists is so singular that they, after trying to provide
explanations that have proved insufficient, have preferred to remove it. But
one of the most lucid minds of the twentieth century, Primo Levi questioned
the phenomenon and provided a convincing interpretation of it. We take it
for granted that all living beings wish to continue living: in lemmings for
some reason this will has failed and the instinct that drove them to live has
turned into a death instinct.

I believe that something similar is happening today to another species of
living beings, what we call homo sapiens.. Collective suicide occurs here -
as befits a species that has replaced instinct with language and an
endosomatic impulse with a series of devices external to the body - in an
artificial and complicated way, but the result could be the same. Human
beings cannot live if they do not give themselves reasons and justifications
for their lives, which in every age have taken the form of religions, myths,
political beliefs, philosophies and ideals of all kinds. These justifications
seem today - at least in the richest and most technologized part of humanity
- and men find themselves perhaps for the first time reduced to their pure
biological survival, which, it seems, they prove unable to accept. This alone
can explain why, instead of assuming the simple, lovable fact of living side
by side, we felt the need to instill an implacable sanitary terror, in which life
without any more ideal justifications is threatened and punished at every
moment by disease and death. And this alone can explain that, although the
industries that produce them have stated that it is not possible to predict the
effects of vaccines in the long term, because it has not been possible to
comply with the foreseen procedures and that the tests on genotoxicity and
carcinogenicity will only end in October. by 2022, millions of people were
subjected to an unprecedented mass vaccination.

July 28, 2021 

Giorgio Agamben

Flammonde
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So, the author is saying the globalists are trying to dictate the shape of
reality through sock puppets like Google, Twitter, MSM, Facebook, et al.

HonorSeeker
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taliban using plastic box cutters are being blamed for 9/11 WTC demolition
& gold heist 

wiring WTC for silverstein demolition takes weeks
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...and the Bush family security company trucks that showed up at 3
a.m. after the regular cleaning crews had left.  Photos of a thousand
boxes of blasting caps stacked up inside the twin towers.  (of
course the photos were poo-pooed and ignored) . And then the
news that the twin towers had an asbestos problem that could not
be fixed, office space could not be leased because fiber optic
cable could not be installed in the out-dated building.  Ah... the
good old days of 9-11.   Noting to see here folks, they hate us for
our freedom.

liber8tor
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Developer of Ivermectin begins late-stage trial of low cost pill to prevent
COVID-19 infections
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obama's Rahm Emanuel,  Joe Biden’s pick as ambassador to Japan,
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covid = war of the worlds 2.0 
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trump won the election 

soros NGO's (dominion ) should never be allowed to handle americas
elections 
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Radio Research Project -

The Radio Research Project was a social research project funded by
the Rockefeller Foundation to look into the effects of controlling sheeple
with fear by using mass media on society. In 1937,
the Rockefeller Foundation started funding research to find the effects of
new forms of mass media on society, especially how much of radio
newspaper and TV had to be owned in order to control society and
manipulate the public 

 So despite   many public pronouncement and apologies to the general
public for the terror, panic and confusion Rockefeller was never charged for
any of the murders his  “War of the Worlds” study had caused, the covert
reality is that the Rockefeller's and members of the Council on Foreign
Relations actively ...
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"War of the Worlds" a Secret Illuminati ...

  “War of the Worlds” was a radio broadcast  funded   by
the Rockefeller Foundation through the Princeton Radio Project and
guided at every stage by the CFR [Council on Foreign Relations] and
psychologist Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld. Frank Stanton who later became
head of ...

  "War of the Worlds"-- Illuminati Psy Op? - 

  - A classic early example of these psy ops was the 1938 "War of the
Worlds" broadcast which created "accidental" and "unfortunate" panic
and hysteria throughout the United States. Listeners tuned in to what
they thought was a real invasion by Martians. It was funded   by
the Rockefeller Foundation ...
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We don’t need to make them go openly totalitarian, they will get there on
their own, soon enough. It’s pretty much here now.

Maltheus
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